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Ledger offices
set to close
for New Year's
Because of the New Year's
holiday, the business offices of
the Ledger & Times wiN close at
11 a.m. Thursday and will not
open until regular hours on Monday.
There will be no edition of the
Ledger & Times either Friday or
Saturday.
The television guide will be in
Monday's edition of the Ledger &
Times.
The Murray Ledger & Times
wishes everyone a Happy New
Year.

Make A
Difference
Day slated
for Jan. 9
The next Make A Difference Day 1, slated for Jan. 9
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
In additioi. to recyclable
items collected in the past, adult
clothing will also he collected.

Migrant worker
meeting slated
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association will
meet Tuesday to discuss the
H2A migrant worker program.
The meeting is slated for 6:30
p.m. at the MSU Curris Center.
Representatives from the
U.S. Department of Labor Wage
and Hour Division, the Kei itucky
Department of Employment
Services and the Tennessee Department of Employment Security will be in attendance to review rules and regulations of the
H2A program. A question and
answer session will follow.
Growers anticipating using
migrant labor are encouraged to
attend Tuesday's meeting.
For more information, contact
the association at 753-3341.

Lottery
percentage
shrinking

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Lottery is returning more money than ever to
the treasury but state Auditor
Ed Hatchett sees a different
figure — a steadily shrinking
percentage of the money the
lottery takes in.
Releasing a new audit
Wednesday, Hatchett said the
lottery should try harder to return
a greater share of its earnings
to the general fund.
"Even though the yearly
amount paid to the state has
increased, the dividend to the
state as a percentage of sales
has declined to its lowest point
in four years," Hatchett said in
a statement accompanying the
report

WEATHER
Tonight... Partly cloudy. Low
15 to 20. Light wind.
New Year's Day... Increasing cloudiness with a chance
of afternoon snow. Snow will
mix with freezing rain and sleet.
High in the lower 30s. Chance
of precipitation 50 percent.
Outlook for weekend... A
chance of rain, freezing rain,
or snow Friday night...A chance
of rain and snow Saturday...And
snow showers for Sunday.
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1998 full of sparks
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
The phone call to the Ledger
office came early that September
morning. A reporter in the field
called in with the news that a fire
had broken out in one of the Murray State University dormitories.
He was greeted with disbelief.
Finally, as he began filling in the
details, it began to sink in. One
of the community's greatest fears
had been realized.
As the sun came up, the blackened building with broken windows stood as a reminder of the
tragedy that had taken place — a
tragedy that claimed the life of
one student and sent several others to the hospital.
Arson investigators combed the
area and determined that the fire
had broken out on the fourth floor
— and had been purposely set.
Subsequently, Commonwealth's
Attorney Mike Ward pieced together events that culminated in the
Sept. 18 fire that pointed toward
seven people. As of press 'time,
Ward had indicated the possibility that an eighth person might
soon be arrested.
Meanwhile, the public's attention was focused on the lack of
sprinkler systems in the state's
public university residence halls and
a push was made to get them
installed.
And for Murray and Calloway
County, the dorm fire at MSU
captured top honors as the top
news story of 1998.
Weighing in as the second top
story was the opening of the
Regional Special Events Center.
The culmination of a 20-year
dream came to fruition Sept. 12

with the formal opening of the
facility amid clapping and cheering from the crowd of more than
200.
It marked the fifth gymnasium
in the school's history, and its
opening coincided with the university's 75th anniversary.
The new center is expected to
serve as a vital economic development draw to the community,
playing host to a variety of trade
shows, concerts and other large
gatherings, as well as the site for
Racer basketball games.
The third top story of the year
focused on the grand jury investigation of the Murray Police
Department because of $1,800
missing from its evidence room.
The investigation was launched
after money seized by city police
in a drug bust and later forfeited
to them couldn't be located in the
department's evidence room.
As the grand jury began its
work, other problems within the
department came to light. Among
the grand jury's report was a recommendation that a new chief of
police be hired from outside the
department. as well as maintaining a spirit of cooperation and
communication between all personnel.
The panel's report was released
Dec. 1, in part to clear the air
about the recent spicide of Sgt.
Mike Jump who had testified about
the missing money. The report
emphasized that Jump "was never
a suspect in any wrongdoing."
The grand jury report in late
1998 was the second to bring
attention to the police department.
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TOP STATE STORIES

Change, tragedy
getitop billing
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
Change in Kentucky institutions — political, agricultural and cultural — made news in 1998. Tragedy, too, played out on front pages
and newscasts during the year.
Since his election to the state Senate in 1965, Wendell Ford has
been a constant on the Kentucky political landscape. He was elected
lieutenant governor and governor and his 24-year uninterrupted service in the U.S. Senate is the longest for any Kentuckian.
Kentucky newspapers and broadcasters polled by The Associated
Press said the political domino effect prompted by Ford's retirement
in 1998 was the biggest news story of the year.
Jim Bunning, who defeated Democratic U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler
by just under 7,000 votes to succeed Ford, joins Mitch McConnell to
make up the first GOP senatorial delegation from Kentucky in 26
years. Ken Lucas of Boone County ended a similar GOP stranglehold
on the 4th District seat left vacant by Bunning when he defeated state
Sen. Gex Williams for Congress.
Ford plans to return to his home of Owensboro, compile some of
the history he helped make and spoil grandchildren. Bunning, a congressman for 12 years, could end up voting on the removal of President Clinton as his first official act in the Senate.
This is burley tobacco sales season, when tens of thousands of
growers take their leaf to market and get their payday for another
season. This year, the traditional uncertainty about price and quality
was heightened by concerns about the future of the entire market.
which made for the second biggest story of 1998.
Four cigarette manufacturing companies agreed with the states to
settle claims for the medical costs of treating smokers. Kentucky
signed onto the settlement, which should bring the state $993 million
in payments in the next 25 years. Another $2.4 billion could be on
the table, but that may end up in the federal government's hands for
its share of Medicaid costs. And state leaders want another $2 billion and change to offset the loss of income to farmers and communities that rely on tobacco, a sum that companies are balking at.
When crafted in the wake of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform
Act, the KIR1S testing system was hailed as a groundbreaking way
for schools to keep track of their progress and reward high academic achievement. Instead, the testing, rewards and sanctions program
became a lightning r041 for the entire debate over KERA. The General Assembly directed the Education Department to come up with a
replacement for the third biggest story of 1998. KIRIS is now CATS,
considered a much more politically palatable name.
The real Cats, the University of Kentucky basketball team, provided a more pleasant diversion for the winter and early spring. A
team that many expected to have to rebuild aftei the 1997 version

II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo illustration
1998 brings various images to mind. (Clockwise): the MSU fire at Hester Hall made headlines, as well as Mayor Bill Cherry and Don Overbey for work on annexation and adult
businesses. The opening of RSEC and the closing/merging of area businesses made the
news while Hal Nance was a spokesman against annexation.

Ward seeks more time
(c) Copyright 1998
Murray Ledger & Times
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Michael Ward is asking for more
time to list evidence related to his
prosecution of the -criminal case
stemming from a dormitory fire
that killed a Murray State University
student.
Gail Minger. the mother of the
late Michael Minger, will get some

time with Gov. Paul Patton next
week to try to make sure other
Kentucky college students don't
meet a similar fate.
Ward, citing a "very complicated case with multiple counts
and multiple defendants," filed a
motion asking that the deadline to
file the required discovery material be pushed back from Monday
to Feb. I.
He also said he "is agreeable
to an 'in-chambers' hearing" with

seven people charged in connection to the fire and their attorneys "wherein more detailed information may be supplied."
The deadline, which Foust had
slated for Friday, was changed
because Friday is a holiday. The
motion, dated Dec. 22, was received
at the Calloway County Circuit
Clerk's office Wednesday, a deputy
clerk said.

III See Page 2

Resolutions part of new year
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The idea of New Year's resolutions is as old and traditional
as turkey at Thanksgiving.
Webster's Dictionary describes
a resolution as: "a resolve or fixed
determination; a formal proposal put
before a meeting."
Resolutions can be as varied
as the number of college bowl
games on New Year's Day.
However, achieving those resolutions prove to be difficult for
many Americans each year.
Some are able to reach their goals

with great success while others
make their resolutions only to
break them before nightfall on Jan.
Calloway Countians making resolutions as the year changes will
get the chance to test their resolve
starting Friday.
Responses from- local residents
have included a variety of solutions from wishes to sole n vows.
Murray
Postmaster
Mark
Kennedy said trying to quit smoking is on his agenda for 1999.
"I'm on the patch and everything," said Kennedy. "I've cut

down dramatically already, and it's
been really tough. I've kept something (to eat) in my mouth constantly."
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, who
leaves office at the first of the
new year, hopes his new life will
be just as good.
"I plan to make my transition
from the office to retirement a
successful and enjoyable time," he
noted.
While some are leaving office
at the beginning of the new year.

MI See Page 2
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Murray State University campus
in September, in which a student
died and seven people have been
charged with arson; prompted higher education officials to scramble
to deal with fire safety itt agijig
dormitories. Projects to put sprit"klers in dorms could take four
years and cost $25 million and made
the No. 6 story of 1998.
Michael Carneal was sentenced
on Dec. 16 to spend at least the
next 25 years in prison. It was
Dec. I, 1997 when Carneal opened
fire at Heath High- School on a
group of classmates attending a
prayer service. He killed three and
wounded five others. The legal
.and emotional aftermath of that
tragedy, which included a judge
threatening to jail the parents of
victims if they spoke out publicly
about the case, was the seventh
biggest story of the year.
Ten deaths were attributed to a
record snowstorm in early 1998.

Nearly 300,000 were left without
power because of it. Roofs and
buildings collapsed. The eighth
biggest story of the year came in
the form of nearly two feet of
snow that blanketed Kentucky in
early February.
Most of the remains of the
failed health insurance initiatives
of former Gov. Brereton Jones
were repealed in 1998, but the
remaining high prices and scarcity of insurance for individuals
combined to make the ninth biggest
story of 1998.
The No. 10 story for 1998 actually began in 1995 and will continue into 1999. Gubernatorial aides
Skipper Martin and Danny Ross
were indicted in September for
allegedly conspiring to subvert
spending limits in the election of
Paul Patton. Two Teamsters union
officials from Louisville were also
indicted. No trial date has been
set.
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be aware of possible dangers around
the house and make sure they take
others are just trying to make their care of themselves."
places of work manageable.
Calloway County Schools Super"I'm going to clean off my desk," intendent Dr. Larry Salmon and
vowed Calloway County Family Century 21's Loretta Jobs would
Resource Director Donna Hern- also like to put more emphasis on
don. "That's something I've need- others.
ed to do for some time ... Things
"I would like to consider myself
have really piled up on me."
less and focus on serving others
Calloway County Sheriff Stan more in 1999," Salmon explained.
Scott said finding better ways to
"I'm going to make an effort
do his job is always a challenge. to share more and show more
"You always want to do the appreciation toward people," said
best that you can," said Scott.
Jobs.
resolve to do the best we can here
Vowing to lose weight is always
at the department. There's always one of the more popular New
room for improvement anywhere Year's Resolutions. But Murray
you work."
State's Jim Caner is focusing on
Murray State head football coach the exact opposite.
Denver Johnson will also strive
"I'm going to eat more and
to improve his job performance exercise less," he said.
in 1999.
State Sen. Bob Jackson said
"I want us to win an OVC
championship," he said. "We're American political leaders should
going to go out and get our goal- strive for improvement.
"I. hope that we all have the
posts back."
vision and courage as political
While some people like to focus leaders to do what's in the best
on working, Linda Kilpatrick, interests for our communities,states
owner of the Apple Tree Day Care and this country," said Jackson.
Center, will opt for taking it easy
Murray-Calloway County Hosin '99.
pital President/CEO Stuart Poston
"I'm a workaholic," she said. wants to odd a service to
the com"But I'm going to try and slow munity with his
New Year's resdown a little bit and rest more."
olution.
Family and religion go hand"I'm going to work as hard as
in-hand with the holidays - that's I can with our board of commiswhat Murray Tourism Commission sioners to get our wellness center
Executive Director Judy Gargus approved and under way," he said.
has on her mind for the new year.
Local United Way Director
"I resolve to not get so caught
Peggy
Billington hopes for much
up with the stresses of everyday
of the same during the new year.
life that I neglect the most impor"My resolution is to continue
tant things in life - God and
to live the way I've always tried
family," noted Gargus. "I resolve
to live and to reach the goals I've
to treasure each moment I spend
set forth," she said. "I want to
with my husband and son."
make this world a little bit brighter
for
others."
Murray Chief Pat Scott hopes
"I'm going to be more tolerant
for a safer community.
"We all need to wear our seat and better looking next year," said
belts and make sure we drive care- Calloway County Public Library
fully," said Scott. "People need to Director Ben Graves.

From Page 1

Call 753-1916 ext. 27 to
report a news tip. you could
earn $10!
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lost in the national final and then
lost its nucleus and coach Rick
Pitino to the NBA, instead earned
the nickname "Comeback Cats"
for a series of stirring victories in
the Southeastern Conference tournament and into the NCAA. The
seventh national title for UK —
the first for new coach Tubby
Smith — became the No. 4 story
of 1998.
It should have been a week of
celebration — Kentucky's football
team had just won its seventh
game of the year and rival Tennessee was next up. Instead, UK
football player Arthur Steinmetz and
Eastern Kentucky University student Scott Brock were dead after
a Nov. 15 pickup truck crash in
Pulaski County. The driver, Kentucky football player Jason Watts,
was charged with manslaughter and
wanton endangerment because
authorities said he was drunk at
the time of the wreck.
Athletic.Director C.M. Newton
imposed a new zero tolerance policy for alcohol and athletics. UK
athletes convicted of drunken driving will lose their scholarships.
As basketball player J.P. Blevins
found out a few weeks later, a
public intoxication charge brings
a suspension and counseling. And
Newton decided the school would
not renew advertising contracts
with alcoholic beverage manufacturers, which will cost an estimated $400,000 in lost revenue.
All together, the events made for
the fifth biggest story of the year.
A fire at Hester Hall on the
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Ward's motion said his office
has met several times with the
Kentucky State Police, which is
investigating the Sept. 18 arson
fire on the fourth floor of Hester
Residential? College.
"Due to the nature of the case,
the Commonwealth has been
informed that there are 'boxes' of
taped and written statements of
potential witnesses in this case,"
Ward wrote. ,ryhese items have
not been furidthed to the Commonwealth at this point.
"Additionally, the Commonwealth is still awaiting delivery
of telephone records of all the
defendants for the dates charged
in the indictment."
A telephone call to Ward's office
was not returned Wednesday afternoon.
Ward's motion comes on the
heels of published reports Wednesday that new information from the
ongoing fire investigation could
lead to the arrest of another suspect in connection to the fire.
The reports also said it could
also lead Ward to recommend dismissing charges against some or
These photographs, provided by a former fourth-floor resident
all of the other seven defendants.
Some of the defense attorneys of Hester Residential College, show damage to the south
have requested such an action, not- restroom (top), where Michael Priddy was found badly burned,
ing Ward's Dec. 14 bill of par- and the west wing hallway near where the fire began.
ticulars, which outlines his case,
doesn't mention their clients or
connect them to the fire.
Commonwealth's
Assistant
Attorney Leah Cooper said Wednesday there are no definite plans to
drop any charges.
"We're planning on sitting down
with the state police to see what
we should do, if anything," Cooper said.
"We want to be fair if this is
new information that proves they
didn't do it," she added. If so,"we'll
do the right thing."
The seven charged in connection with the fire were current or
former MSU students, all of whom
were members of the school's
rugby club or friends of its members.
Ward has said the fire may
have been the unintentional result
of a hazing prank by some of the
older rugby club members toward
freshman member Ryan Leader,
who lived three doors down from
where the fire started.
Investigators, using telephone
records, showed prank calls were
made from a house where three
rugby club members lived to
Leader's room and Hester's front
desk in the hours before the fire.
The calls allegedly warned of a'
fire.
The members who live at the
house - Jeremy R. Baker, 22; John
(J.J.) Haney, 21; and Brian S. answers from various agencies sprinklers in the dorms.
Levine, 20 - are charged with about the fire.
None of MSU's dorms have
falsely reporting an incident.
"It's awful, what's happening sprinkler systems.
Cooper said some of the defen- (with the criminal case)," she said.
The state fire marshal's office,
dants have admitted to making
Students returning for the spring following inspections in October
prank calls.
semester won't be sure that the 1996 and December 1997, listed
One defendant, Lana Phelps, arsonist has been captured, she as deficiencies Hester's lack of a
20, of Benton, said the calls were said.
sprinkler system and recommend"It's going to play havoc," she ed that one be installed.
just some sick humor started
because of a Sept. 13 fire on the said. "I feel for them, for what
MSU both times responded that
fourth floor, which was the site they're going to have to come installation would be "subject to
that the fatal fire began.
back to."
availability of funding."
Cooper said Wednesday that
Gail Minger wants to ease some
State law didn't require sprincharges against those making the concerns by talking, about safety kler systems in high-rise buildings
prank telephone calls will remain in campus dorms during her sched- - those 75 feet high or taller
even if new information leads/to uled meeting with Patton Thurs- - until 1972. Hester was built in
the dismissal of other charges.
day in Frankfort.
the late 1960s.
Before that, Minger plans to meet
That is what Gail Minger had with State Sen. Bob Jackson (DMinger said she wants to ask
hoped for, she said Wednesday Murray) early while the General Patton and other officials to make
during a telephone interview from Assembly is in Frankfort for orga- Kentucky a leader in safety on
her Niceville, Fla., home.
nizational meetings. She said she college campuses.
She nevertheless described her- also wants to meet with other state
"I want to encourage them to
self as "frustrated and disgusted" government and secondary educa- step out into the forefront," she said.
with the ups and downs of the tion officials.
"Michael was not my son; he
criminal case and trying to get
Among the items she said she was everybody's son, and they
wants to discuss are whether there need to understand that." Minger
are ways to make colleges com- added. "It needs to be addressed
ply with recommendations con- on college campuses.
ccrning safety measures, including
"Let's start it here."
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DEATHS

From Page 1
A survey of the department, which
began in 1997, was completed this
year and presented to the city
council in February.
Like the grand jury report, it
too noted problems with communication.
The stage for the fourth story
of the year was played out in
court as residents in the southern
and western pans of the city fought
against the city's attempt to annex
their homes.
The saga began in February
when the city council passed an
annexation ordinance by a 7-6 vote
(with Mayor Bill Cherry snapping
the tie).
The implementation of the ordinance was halted by a group of
37 property owners who had filed
suit in Calloway County Circuit
Court, saying that the mayor had
overstepped his bounds when he
ruled that a petition filed against
the annexation attempt was invalid.
The court got involved in the
issue and Judge Dennis Foust is
set to make a decision in 1999.
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Local voters were greeted with
a loaded primary ballot in May
followed by. a November ballot
that was packed with local, state
and national offices. Hotly contested races left some surprises
once the votes were counted.
On the local level, a heated
race between Democrat Carry
Elkins and Republican Melvin Henley for county judge/executive
stirred much excitement as one of
the closest two-party races seen
in this county in several years.
Freed Curd left the Kentucky
House of Representatives to run
against Dr. Dan Miller for mayor.
Curd picked up the votes to succeed Bill Cherry, who will return
to the. city council.
Randy Hutchens defeated David
Harrington as county attorney, while
Phil Hazle picked up the win as
jailer. Dwane Jones was re-elected as coroner while new faces
were picked to serve on the fiscal court and the city council.
Add a close race between Scotty Baesler and Jim Bunning for
retiring U.S i Sen. Wendell Ford
(Bunning won) and a surprisingly close margin between U.S. Rep.
Ed Whitfield (he won) and Tom
Barlow for Whitfield's seat, and
local and area elections become
the No. 5 story.
For years, disgruntled rumblings
from MSU faculty have claimed
Ledger headlines.
This year, those rumblings
became a little more real after the
MSU Faculty Senate voted to study
unionization. After a presentation
from the American Federation of
Teachers, a group of MSU faculty began organizing an AFT chapter at Murray State under the name
of MACE (Murray Association of
College Educators).
Representatives for MACE have
said' it has organized 25 percent
of the MSU faculty by the end
of the semester and pans to apply
for chapter status with AFT.
Murray President Dr. Kern
Alexander and the MSU board of
regents indicated they have no
plans to recognize or negotiate
with MACE.
Sixth story of the year goes to
the faculty union at MSU.
While the nation was greeted
with steamy excerpts of Bill Clinton's affair with an intern, Mur-

ray and Calloway County wrestled with the definition of adult
entertainment, the year's seventhranked story.
An adult business opened its
doors in downtown Murray, setting off a discussion regarding regulation of adult entertainment. A
moratorium was passed to ensure
that no other adult businesses could
open until the city had dealt with
the issue. City attorneys were kept
busy researching the subject and
prepared ordinances for the city
council, which were approved.
The fiscal court soon followed
suit, bringing regulations to the
county. And in the midst, the
downtown business closed its doors.
Along with the local elections
was the option to approve a park
tax that would provide our local
park system with additional funds.
Currently, the park is supported
through city and county allocations.
Park Director Skip Dobbs made
the rounds of local civic groups
and other organizations, explaining the benefits of the proposed
tax. Without an influx of funds,
park officials emphasized the swimming pool might have to be closed
because there are no funds for
repair.
While city voters supported the
tax, the park tax was defeated
by county voters — No. 8 story
of the year.
With park officials fighting vandalism and long-postponed maintenance, efforts continue to try and
find alternate funding sources.
Earlier this year, discussions hit
high gear regarding the possibility of changing the school calendar for the Murray School System. After examination of options,
feedback from the community and
visits to other school systems, the
city schools opted to try a new
calendar.
And with the beginning of the
1998-99 school year, it became a
reality. Early reports indicate the
transition has been a success, allowing students to participate in a
variety of activities outside the
classroom.
The ninth story of the year
goes to the alternative calendar.
The 10th spot is shared by the
resolution of an eight-year lawsuit between the Calloway County Sheriff's Department and the Calloway County School Board and
the closing/merging of several of
our local businesses.
The lawsuit, which focused
around the amount the sheriff's
department could charge for the collection of school taxes, had been
a fixture in the court system since
1990. It made the rounds with
both sides winning victories, but
it took an out-of-court agreement
to settle it.
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Vernon Eugene Shown

Larry Dwain McKinney
Larry Dwain McKinney, 51,
Howard Road, Farmington. died
Wednesday, Dec. 30, 1998, at 9:49
a.m. in the Emergency Room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His death followed an extended illness.
He was a self-employed dairy
farmer and a member of Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Born April 30, 1947,in Calloway
County, he was the. son of the
late Robert Deward McKinney and
Estelle Donelson McKinney. Also
preceding him in death were two
sisters, Mary Nell Raymer and
Virginia McKinney, and two brothers, L.C. McKinney and James
McKinney.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Marilyn Parrish McKinney; one
daughter, Mrs. Mitzi Shields and
husband Jeff, one son, Troy Dwain
McKinney and wife, Amy, and
four grandchildren, Alycia Watkins,
Shaelea McKinney, Kysha Lynn
Adams and Dustin Michael Adams,
all of Murray; four sisters, Mrs.
Myrtie Davis, Hazel, Mrs. Dorothy
Morrison, Piasa, Ill., Mrs. Edna
Wallace and husband, Frank, Waterford, Mich., and Mrs. Joy Farmer
and husband, Cecil, Harrison Township, Mich.; two brothers, Robert

LARRY DWAIN MCKINNEY
McKinney and wife, Sue, Benton,
and Gene McKinney
and wife,
Peggy, Dexter; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Sue Trimble and husband, Garlon,
Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
H.B. Fields will officiate. Burial
will follow in Jeffrey Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Vernon Eugene Shown. 72, Scamrc Sti,%.t. Murray died
Wednesday. Dee. 30. 1998. at It) 4S p iiiat Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
He retired in 1986 from the I krartineni , s,.,:ondary Education at Murray State Universit. V, as former JireLtor of the. University School at MSr; ser‘ed
field ,er% ices at
MSU; was a former superintendent of s.ho..1. at Morehouse; and
former principal of Bagdad High Sh.tI it Bagdad
Mr. Shown recei%ed hi, ba,:liel‘ff it ieu.e and master degrees
from Murray State Uni%crsit‘ He v, as a IlIctilhcr tt I•ir,t Baptist
Church. Preceding him in death
CR: his lather. Willis Edward
Shown, and one brother. William Fatv.aid h.asA n
Survivors include his w Ile. Mts. Mar,.,..cr\ l'hotoas Shown; one
daughter, Carolyn Eli/abeth Sh n.
%MIS. Timothy
Eugene Shown and wife. Marv. .cti,
\
and Iliomas Edward
Shown and wife, Melissa. Murra
anAL. hildren. Jackson
Willis Shown and Allyson Lacy Show n. Ieki e‘as,
mother, Mrs. Avaidna Sheffer Shown, and ,,ne
NI!. Anna Shown
Adkins, both of Owensboro.
The funeral will he Saturday at I a Ili in Ole ,.hapel of J.H
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Terry 1:111, v.:11
Lite Burial will
follow in the Murray City Cemeter‘
Visitation will he at the funeral !tom.: trout .5 ih p.m. Friday.

Buying
or
Selling
Stock?

James Warren Garland
James Warren Garland, 68, Mayfield, died Wednesday, Dec. 30,
1998, at 10:15 a.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield. His
death followed an extended illness.
Born May 17, 1930, he was the son of the late Marvin Garland and Gracie Pauline Wilson Garland of Calloway County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Garland; two sisters,
Mrs. Maxine Jones and husband, Joe Pat, Hardin, and Mrs. Edna
Moody and husband, Billy, Puryear, Tenn.; one brother, Billy Gene
Garland and wife, June, Murray; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Nancy
Thomasson and husband, Richard, Graves County; one stepson,
Jeff Shelton and wife, Debbie, Mayfield; several stepgrandchildren, stepgreat-grandchildren, nieces, nephews and cousins.
Funeral and burial arrangements will be announced later.
Visitation will be at the Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 5
p.m. Friday.

Let the professionals

at Hilliard Lyons
handle your
transaction.
Stock price
information not
available today
due to the holiday.

404 •
HI WARD ;
LYONS :

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.
IR Falhard r Ai.t. Lyons. Inc •
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Typical holiday
offers are like
a snowman.

The school board paid $90,000
to the sheriff's department to settle it.
This year marked a number of
changes in the business area with
merging of pharmacies and groceries. Banks changed names while
plans for a new local bank were
announced. Downtown businesses
closed their doors while development continued on the north end
of town.
The outlook for 1999 is for
this topic to dominate headlines
and move up the list.
The 10th spot goes to the sheriff's lawsuit and changes in the
business community.

P.

(Fun at first, but not much future.)
300 minutes a month. $15 a month.
Good long after the holidays are gone.

Every Friday Night

B-14•Ni.G-0

ii

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
50%, 75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week
Finally, a holiday rate that's still standing when the holidays are over. Right now, get 300
local minutes of night and weekend calling for only 15 bucks a month. that's a great

• Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club • License #0181

rate on the time you call most. Then, weekday calling is only 35C a minute. And there's

BELIEVE IT: IT'S TRUE!

CEO

no tricky expiration

Digifine CD Receiver liDS737

gives you

date. Plus,GTE has the most reliable network in the business and
the flexibility to change rate plans as your needs change - no problem

ASK

ABOUT

OUR

NO -RISK

Crutchfield Magazine sells it for $249.95
C.C. in Paducah sells it for $229.95

We sell'em for s2O9.95,whtle they last)

op•n
sunders
otter

With the best professional service you'll find anywhere!

November
29

PS. Also...they sell the JVC 12 Disc Changer X99RF for $279.95 &
$289.95, but UV sell them for $249.95 (while they last)
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Twin Lakes Office Prod.(
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516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

1-800-800-4GTE

GTE Wireless Center:

GTE Wireless Agent

Visit our website of
www.gto.com/wirelesspromo:

For business rates and information. call 1-800-897-3170

Wirel•ss • Prepaid Cellular • Paging • R•sidtintial Long Distance • Global Room • Wiroloss Dot.
CS-,, Yrel,

222 S. 12th • Murray • 753-5865
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Learning a lesson
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I have a dim recollection from
my ohildhood days of being told
I would have to endure one form
of punishment or another until 1
had "learned my lesson."
My parents presumed, correctly. there were certain eternal lessons that would accrue some benefit to me if I took the time to
learn them. Are there lessons we
:might learn from the political and
moral machinations of the past
six years?
As one who is perceived by
some to be a "religious" person,
whatever that means. I am some'times asked if I see signs of
"revival" on the horizon.
This is.a religious word which
means most of us will be instantaneously converted and that all
of our social problems will virtually disappear.
Such an experience has happened three times in our national history, usually in the midst
of some traumatic experience, such
as the period immediately preceding the Civil War.
I tell such inquirers that while
the work of the Spirit is frequently unseen, the visible suggests a continuing tailspin of
immorality and indifference to
matters of character and integrity along with an unquenchable
thirst for instant gratification and
avoidance of guilt feelings.
In the past we at least had
the occasional statesman and not
a few clergy who would remind
us of the benefits of putting others first, humility, repentance and
confession of wrongdoing to be
followed by assurances of cleansing and personal as well as national renewal.
Today, liberal and conservative
preachers appear on television to
denounce politicians, and statesmanship is as difficult to find
as a parking place on most urban
streets. Fund-raisers on left and

CAL'S THOUGHTS

right warn of approaching
rd that means. ,11,,
unless their agenda is sustained other things, "morally right or
by your immediate gift to sup- justifiable." That the opinion polls
port this cause or that politician. reveal an unconcern about behavDuring World War Two, a time ior that once was more widely
that is receiving welcome atten- considered immoral and unjustition again from historian Stephen fiable is a lesson that our curAmbrose and TV anchorman Tom rent "unrighteousness" problem is
Brokaw, a Scottish Presbyterian not and never has been the fault
minister named John Murray of President Clinton. but is our
preached a sermon in Cincinnati fault.
titled "God and the War."
Our lack of concern has proIn it, he said the waging of duced leaders and a culture that
war upon "just and necessary occa- turn a cold shoulder to such things.
sion is no more wrong than is
In 1944. Murray was attackthe execution of just judgment ing "the alarming prevalence of
upon the violators of civil right- sexual immorality and of marital
eousness within a particular munic- infidelity," divorce, profanity and
ipality or nation."
"the example of some who occuThen, some debated the pur- py positions of high public trust?"
pose of the war. Today. some Imagine what he might say about
are debating the purpose of just recent conduct by members of both
judgment on those who have vio- parties who are in similarly high
lated civil righteousness.
positions.
While a shooting war and a
The occasion of a new year
cultural war are decidedly differ- offers opportunities to again focus
ent, so are the casualties of each on those lessons from the past
conflict. It is amazing how his- that are as valid today as they
tory repeats itself.
were to those who learned them
Reading
Murray's
sermon and applied them to themselves
sounds as if it could be address- and to' their nation.
ing today's culture war.
The Senate is about to have
He cited a passage from Isa- a rare opportunity to ratify priniah 26:9: "When your judgments ciple and law by rejecting polls
are in the earth, the inhabitants and the psycho-babble appeals to
of the world will learn right- "healing."
eousness."
While it lacks the power to
Murray suggested that this les- single-handedly restore civil rightson was more important than eousness it can, along with preachpeace. "It is the lesson we have ers uncompromised by the subtle
been loath to learn, the lesson deception of the political demons,
of individual and national repen- point the way for the rest of us
tance."
to follow if we are willing and
"Righteous" is a fancy theo- ready to learn our lesson.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Dec. 25 - The Palm Beach Post, West Palm
Beach, Ha., on peace in the Middle East:
Benjamin Netanyahu tried to please all sides in
Israel. Not surprisingly, he ended up pleasing none
ot them.
After two years of trying to carry out the Oslo
peace agreement while presiding over a government dependent on parties completely opposed to
the agreement. the Israeli prime minister gave up
.. and agreed to new elections.
His decision to attempt the impossible cost valuable time, damaged relations with the Palestinians
and the United States and rewarded the terrorist

who killed Mr. Netanyahu's courageous predecessor.
Like Republicans in Congress, who can't govern because a narrow-minded minority holds the
balance of power. Mr. Netanyahu didn't succeed
because he regularly worried about appeasing ultraOrthodox members of the Knesset who provided
his one-vote majority.
Polls indicate that 70 percent of Israelis favor
trading lands for peace. Mr. Netanyahu said he
could deliver a deal the country could trust. No
prime minister can do that if he tries to please
everyone.
bfLlItItAY
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The millennium bug I
WASHINGTON (AP) — Next
New Year's Eve will bring suspense along with celebration of
the year 2000: the uncertainty
about what will work and what
won't after midnight, when the
computers hit those zeroes.
It could create a thousandthyear hangover.
President Clinton's assurance
that Social Security computers
have been updated to deal with
the . millennium bug so payments.
will go out on time doesn't guarantee they'll get into individual
bank accounts by the direct
deposits most beneficiaries use.
That will depend on banks'
computers.
The problem is with older
computer programs which saved
expensive memory capacity by
using only the last two digits of
the year, as in 99 for the year
ahead.
That will work through '99,
but those programs can't cope with
2000 and must be updated.
That's been going on in the
case-of Social Security since 1989,
at a cost of about $43 million.
The work is in progress at
other federal agencies, state and
local governments and throughout the private economy.
There is less certainty about
le—tTriey stand, and less still
about the computers in other
nations.
The White House goal is to
have vital federal computers ready
for 2000 by the end of March,
and the latest assessment is that
85 to 90 percent will make it.
Overall, the cost of updating
federal programs has been estimated at $6.4 billion.
The Federal Reserve Board estimated that it will cost U.S. business and industry about $50 billion to get ready.
"We're all in this together,"
Clinton said Monday. "This
involves not just federal agencies
but everyone who depends upon
a computer, which is everyone,

directly or indirectly, federal and
state governments and local governments and businesses large and
small."
Plus foreign governments and
businesses.
"A lot of our economy is tied
up with economic endeavors
throughout the world, so even a
problem a long way from our
shores can have ramifications within our • borders," Clinton said.
The United Nations held the
first world conference on the 2000
computer bug on Dec. II.
Delegates from more than 120
nations agreed to press their governments to deal with it on a
"highest priority" basis.
While the problem is global,
the impact of computer failures
would hit hardest in the United
States, which has nearly half the
world's computer capacity.
A law to encourage U.S. businesses to share information on
solutions to the problem, with
antitrust exemptions and liability
limits, took effect Oct. 19.
A proposed but unpassed nouse
resolution sought to have the 2000
New Year's holiday, which falls
on a Saturday, observed the following Monday, Jan.- 3, so that
there would be an extra day off
to deal with problem computers.
Whatever steps like those may
accomplish, they came late, on
a problem discovered a decade
ago.
The Social Security Administration began work on its computers in 1989.
Rep. Stephen Horn, R-Calif.,
who has made the problem a
specialty, is not so optimistic as
the administration about progress

toward solving it.
Some federal agencies didn't
get started until the last few
years, Horn said, and the Pentagon and the Departments of Energy, Health and Human Services,
State and Transportation all are
faltering in their repairs.
The administration needs to
concentrate on getting their systems ready, he said, and on fixes
by state and local governments.
Whatever is done before the
millennium midnight won't be
problem-free.
"No one can guarantee that
all the systems will work," said
John Koskinen, chairman of Clinton's Year 2000 commission.
The forecasts on what will
happen then vary widely, even
wildly, from inconveniences like
balky microwave ovens to catastrophic failures that would cut
power and communications, disrupt transportation, cripple financial markets into world depression.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y., a leading Senate voice
on the issue, doesn't think the
worst will happen.
"We know we have the problem," he said. "We will manage
it. ... We got to it in time."
But not in time to avoid scare
scenarios that have led some people to stockpile dried food and
look for rural refuge from the
chaos they fear may come__
Koskinen is confident it won't.
To show it, he's planning a roundtrip flight, Washington to New
York, that New Year's Eve and
morning.
Computers guide air traffic,
and he said they'll be ready.

Hats off to Martha Ingram
The most famous line from Tennessee Williams' "A Streetcar
Named Desire" (next to Stanley
Kowaiski's "Stella! Stel-la!") is
Blanche DuBois', "I have always
relied upon the kindness of
strangers."
It comes instantly to mind with
a recent announcement from
in America has relied upon the
Nashville.
Mrs.E. Bronson(Martha)Ingram kindness of strangers. the sources
is no stranger to Vanderbilt Uni- of transfusions that give life to
versity, but she is certainly kind academic visions.
Vandy would not have been
to it.
Through the Ingram Charitable founded without the kindness of
Fund, which.she and her husband Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt,
set up in 1995, she has just given and it would not hold its high rank
Vanderbilt $320 million, the largest today without the generosity of a
single gift ever to an institution of host of others, among whom the
Ingrams have been the most genhigher education.
Her husband, who died in 1995 erous of all.
while serving as president of the
In the last 30 years, large endowuniversity's board of trust, attend- ment gifts have been the differed Vanderbilt one year before grad- ence-makers for higher education.
uating from Princeton, his father was
Emory University received $295
a trustee before him (1952-63), and million from three Woodruff-famtwo of their four children were ily foundations in 1996, and $105
million from Robert H. Woodruff
Vanderbilt graduates.
Vanderbilt has blossomed in the in 1979.
20th Century as the South's best
Larry L. Hillborn left the Uniprivate university.
versity of California at San FranIts influence and future were cisco $240 million in. 1998.
not so bright when it was a strugSir Harold Acton's 1994 gift to
gling institution in the late 19th New York University is valued at
century, historian Paul K. Conkin anywhere from $125 million to
notes in his hefty history of the $500 million.
university, "Gone With the Ivy"
The F. W. Olin Foundation
(1985).
pledged $200 million in 1997 to
In the nick of time, future Chan- establish a college of engineering.
cellor James H. Kirkland and proDonald and Mildred Topp Othfessors Charles Forster Smith and mer gave $144 million to PolyWilliam M. Baskervill, all with technic University. and Mildred
Wofford College backgrounds, Topp Othmer gave the University
arrived to set the university a-right, of Nebraska $125 million, both in
putting it on its path to greatness 1998.
by revising the curriculum, rallyClaude B. Pennington gave LSU
ing public support, and aspiring to 5125 million in 1981. Walter H.
he a scholarly institution.
Annenberg gave Southern Cal $120
Smith and Baskervill arrived in million in 1993.
1881. and Kirkland arrived in 1885,
There have been several recent
at the age of 27, and was elected $100 million gifts: Joan and Sanchancellor in 1893, when he was ford I. Weill to Cornell Medical
only 35 years old.
College,1998: Gordon Y. S. Wu to
This "Wofford-Leipzig junta." Pnnceton.1995. Henry M. and Betty
which even transplanted to Vandy L. Rowan to Rowan UniversiWofford's black-and-gold school ty.1992; L. Samuel and Allie W.
colors and alma mater, prepared Skaggs to Scripps Research Instithe way for what Vanderbilt has tute.1996: the Abramson Family
Foundation to Penn,I997: Alfred
become.
All of private higher education E. Mann to Southern Ca1,199K, and

the Danforth Foundation to Washington University in both 1986 and
1997.
Stanford got $77 million from
William R. Hewlett and David
Packard in 1994, $70 million from
David and Lucile Packard in 1986,
and $50 million from William R.
Hewlett in 1986.
Private higher education, struggling to remain high in quality
while deprived of state appropriations support, relies upon gifts,
endowment earnings, contracted
research, and student tuition for its
operating base.
As "U.S. News & World Report"
rankings show, those universities
and colleges rated the highest in
the nation are precisely those with
the best large-gift track records,from
Halyard and Yale in the east to •
Stanford in the west, and with
Duke. Emory and Vanderbilt
increasingly climbing higher in the
ranks.
Among the private four-year colleges, those with endowments(built
from large gifts) of over $300 million - the size of Mrs. Ingram's
single gift to Vanderbilt - consistently rank highest.
Without very large endowment
gifts, as the gap between state-paid
and private tuitions widens, many
private colleges may soon be priced
out of the academic marketplace.
Mrs. Ingram has assured Vanderbilt that it will have a very
Happy New Year - and indeed a
Happy New 21 century.
The Commodore's ship cimtinues to sail - and come in.
Martha Ingram's kindaess is of
the sort that all of Vanderbilt's sister campuses in the private higher education sector envy, applaud,
need—and crave.
She has earned and deserves the
respect and gratitude of the whole
sector.
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Lewis named new
CEO at PineLake
Mary Jo Butts Lewis has been
appointedichief executive officer for
the PineLake Regional Hospital in
Mayfield.
Lewis comes to PineLake
Regional Hospital from Parkway
Regional Hospital in Fulton, with
extensive experience in health care.
As CEO she was responsible for
all areas of management and development. She recruited numberous
physicians, planned and implemented a birthing and outpatient
surgery center and was instru
mental in the hospital receiving
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organization
with Commendation.
"I began my career in public
accounting in Mayfield and received
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NEW YORK (AP) — Not that
it will put a damper on parties
over the next day or so, but it
should be noted that the U.S. economy closes out the year leaving
behind two great mysteries.
The first concerns the amazingly spendthrift proclivities of
Americans throughout the year.
The second mystery relates to the
equally amazing eagerness of corporations to acquire or merge with
each other.
First, about the spendthrifts:
By this late date in an expansion you usually find consumers
watching their dollars, fearful that
the good times won't continue.
that pay raises will cease and that
jobs will be harder to hold.
It hasn't worked out that way
at all, and there are some explanations, such as the near-absence
of inflation, which in itself is
something of a mystery. But there
is an equally big reason why they
should save.
The reason is this: There are
75 million Baby Boomers a few
years either side of age 50. These
pre-retirees, we have been told by
them and others, are unlike earlier generations; they are saving for
retirement.
You can cite several reasons
why they should do so. For one,
they want to retain their current
classy lifestyle into their nonworking years; for another, they
face the threat of reduced Social
Security benefits.
It provokes the question: If, as
we have been- told, they are say-

them out, they raised their debt
levels to record-highs.
In September and October, they
didn't spend a mere 100 percent
of take-home pay: they borrowed
to spend even more. And now
they've discovered the Internet, a
new way to spend.
The apparent explanation for
this behavior is the wealth effect,
the feeling of confidence engendered by rising home equity and
stock. But what if prices fall?
What happens if the jobless rate
rises from its lows?
The other mystery is at least
as hard to fathom.
We are told that oil companies,
financial institutions, communications companies and other corporations merged in order to protect
themselves in a volatile, competitive world economy, and it seems
to make sense.
Whatever their reasons, they
were strongly motivated.

Santa took time out during his busy season to deliver gifts
and a Christmas dinner for Branch 2156 of the National
Association of Letter Carriers Branch 2156 contacted Need
Line to sponsor a family that recently fell on hard times.
Pictured with Santa is Scott Van Horn, branch president.
The branch has come forth helping different agencies in
the community throughout the year.
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ANNOUNCING NEW ASSOCIATE

SINCE 1944

Dr. Huong Dinh Kelly, a general dentist, will be opening her practice January 5 in association with Dr. James B. Pickens at 706 Main Street, in Murray.
Dr. Kelly is a native of Murray having graduated from Murray High School in 1986. She
graduated cum laude from Murray State University in 1990 with a degree in biology .,
As a student at Murray State, she was extensively involved in many vanous organizations.
She served in leadership positions in student government, as a student onentation counselor, and student ambassador. She was selected as a member of Gamma Beta Phi and
Omicron Delta Kappa National Honor Society.
She received her dental degree from the University of Louisville in 1994 and completed a
one year post graduate study in general practice residency also from Louisville in 1995. Dr.
Kelly was also the chief resident of the general practice residency at the University of
Kentucky in 1996. In addition, Dr. Kelly has served on the faculty at the University of
Kentucky College of Dentistry as well as being the staff dentist at Kentucky Clinic North
also in Lexington.
This extensive post graduate doctorate training has given her valuable experience in treating pediatnc, geriatnc/nursing home and medically compromised patients. This 2-1/2 year
residency also included training in implant restoration, conscious sedation for dental phohies. as well as the management of dental trauma injunes
Dr. Kelly is married to Dr. Sean Kelly, internal medicine specialist now associated with Primary Care Medical Center of Murray.
They have a one year old son, Cameron
Dr. Kelly will he accepting patients and begin her practice on January 5. 1999 To schedule an appointment, call (502) 753-5052.
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Business • Bonds
Life • Health
Workers Compensation

Bob Billington. CPCU
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Robert Billington, Jr

YOUR ONE STOP FOR
ALL LINES OF
INSURANCE.

Jason Billington

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington. Illinois
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• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Call 753-1916 ext. 27 $1) report a
news tip. you could tarn $10!

Kopperud Realty

502-759-9672

0

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Gary Marquardt (left) receives the Mr. Bass/Classic Winner
award from Jim Brazil during the Murray Bass Club's awards
and Christmas banquet Dec. 11 at Seven Seas Restaurant.

Congratulations
Frankie McNutt
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Jim Brazil (right) presents Chris Brunn with the Most Improved
award during the Murray Bass Club's awards and Christmas
banquet.
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Intl tor the future, why did America's personal savings rate drop
into negative territory late in the
year for the first time since 1933?
The question seems even more
impenetrable when you consider
the two periods involved. The year
1933 was at the worst of the Great
Depression, when some people
couldn't spare a dime. This year
was the best.
But instead of sairing in 1998,
people spent record amounts of
money on cars, houses and vacations. And, confident the stock
market or home equity would bail

Custom Cabinets
Woodworking

east to •

year colus(built
300 milIngram's
Consi s

On the day after Thanksgiving, Wal-Mart nationwide donated a percentage of its total store sales from 7 a.m. - noon
to local charities. Pictured is Jerry Cooper, store manager,
presenting a check for $2,134 to Kathie Gently of NeedLine.

Economic mysteries
remain for new year
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my CPA license in 1974," said
Lewis.
Married to Larry Lewis, they
live in Hickman County. "1 am
anxious to get involved in the
business and civic activities in the
community. My husband Larry and
I have children in Mayfield, Todd
(Butts)and his wife Kelly, and Mitzi
(Lewis) and husband Chris Gull)
Our other children live elsewhere
Rob (Butts) is in investment bank
ing in New York, Paul (Butts) is
a senior at Rhodes College in
Memphis, Lindy (Lewis) Leblanc
lives and works in Fulton and Eric
(Lewis) lives in Hickman County.
Ron Tyrer, interim CEO, will
continue at PineLake through the
transition.

CX:G
01010 CASUALTY

Bel-Air Center

John Nix Purdom

Dr. James B. Pickens, DMZ)

GROUP

753-4751

706 Main Street, Murray, KY • 753-5052
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

The
You'll
3-Ave

We are coming to the close of 1998 and getting ready to
welcome in 1999. This has been an eventful year here at the
Ledger especially with the new Macintosh computer system. I
marvel at the technology and thankful that I can do the most
elementary things with the computer. Thanks to our managing
editor, Amy Wilson, and other staff members in the editorial
department for their help during the year.
At this time, I wish to express thanks to the staff of the
three local funeral homes who have been patient with me in
publishing the obituaries; to each bride and groom for publishing engagement and wedding announcements; to each of the
new mothers and fathers for publishing birth announcements;
to each church, club, organization, etc., for your cooperation;
and to our front office staff who are giving their best.
Happy new year to everybody and especially to all readers
of the Murray Ledger & Times. We look forward to serving
you in the coming year.

Kappas to meet Tuesday

Mr and Mrs. Peal .In 1973

Mr. and Mrs. Peal in 1998

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Karen Isaacs will discuss
the upcoming Special Occasion Collection Dress Sale. Hostesses
will be Jeanette Fain, Jane Barnett, Karen Isaacs, Sue Allison and
Alanna Garrison.

Couple celebrates 25th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs Ricky L. Peal of Almo celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary on Dec. 21. .
They were married Dec. 21. 1973, in Lynnville.
Mrs. Peal, the former Ava L. Colson, is the daughter of Mrs. 011ie
Colson and the late Calvert R. Colson of Almo. She is employed at

Mattel of Murray.
Mr. Peal is the son of Mildred and Bill Peal of Lynnville. He is
employed at General Tire of Mayfield.
They have one daughter. Apitl Lyn Peal, who is attending Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., studyin anesthesiology.

There is a suggested donation
of $2 per meal.
Meals are also sent to private
homes each week day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday - beef stew w/vegetables. cole slaw, cornbread, margarine. banana, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday - chicken strips. French
file, broccoli w/cheese sauce.

KEEP OUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN

****** 0-1**10cito
1E'

zedings)

4c*

tow 11,
Folks!

home

bread, margarine, chocolate pudding, milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday - spaghetti w/meat
sauce, tossed salad, garlic bread.
margarine, applesauce. milk. coffee or tea.

TOO
MANY

BILLS?
CONSOLIDATE

jI

Thanks for choosing us...

"Your Hometown
Pharmacy"
**
Walter's Pharmacy #
*1k j2c- 612 S. 12th St.•753-7688
*
*** *

Thursday - cheesy tuna noodle
casserole, carrots, peas, margarine,
orange, milk, coffee or tea.
Friday - fish square on bun,
Liter tots, green beans, margarine, cheese cake, milk, coffee or tea.

When building a campfire,
iclear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

AREE5,
***
energy
visit a
tally s

Murray lodge will meet
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and accepted Masons will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121 North at
Robertson Road North.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free' and Accepted Masons will
meet Saturday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east
of Almo.

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.

Patch Adams
PG13 1:00 3:25 7:15 9:40

Jones celebrates birthday

Stepmom

fhe Faculty
R

1:05 3:15 7:20 9:30

Mighty Joe Young

PG 1:15 3:40 7:10 9:35
Prince of Egypt
PG 1:10 3:20 7:00 9:1(1
You've Got Mail

4

Parents Anonymous will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. For more
information call 753-0082.

Woman's club board to meet

PG13 1:15 3:45 7:15 9:45

(Next To Bright's)

Parents Anonymous will meet

The biography of Geoffrey Chaucer, writer, will be presented by
video Monday at 12:20 p.m. for the Literature Group at the Calloway County Public Library. There is no preparation necessary
and no charge. The public is invited.

N'3 CO••00,10M

Open Monday-Friday 11-6, Saturday 11-4
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY

Calloway County Public Library will have Parents and Twos at
9:30 a.m. and Story Hour at 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday. "Winter Snow" will be the theme of the program, according
to Sandy Linn, youth services director. For more information call
753-2288.

Book presentation Monday

NATIOW

• Ladies'Aerobics Wear
• Consignment Dance & Gymnastics Apparel
Alterations & Custom Sewing

Library events on Tuesday

Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday at 2
p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is open
to all musicians and listeners. For information call Velvaleen at
753-6979 or Jack at 753-1752.

MATCH POINT

Homitsowroen Onty

1• New Dance & Gymnastics Apparel
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Free blood pressure checks are scheduled to be Tuesday from
noon to 2 p.m. at the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church,
Sycamore and South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the
church.

Four Rivers Friends will meet

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

Or Visit Our Websitei
www.nationwidslending.com

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar
screenings at its stops during January. The later screening must be
performed two hours after completing a meal. A Stool for Occult
Blood Screening Kit is also available for $4. Tuesday stops will
be at Uncle Joe's Discount Center, Dover, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and at Bob's Corner at New Concord from 1 to 3 p.m. On
Wednesday the express will be at Save-a-Lot Food Store, Murray,
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Stops on Thursday
will be Dees Bank of Hazel from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and Wisehart's Grocery at Midway from 1 to 3 p.m.

Free checks on Tuesday

dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Dec. 29 have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Metzinger baby boy, parents,
Judith and Scott, Murray.
Dismissals
Joel D. Sinyard, Salem, Mo.;
Mrs. Rebecca Crawford, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Lisa Christine Lowry,
Benton;
Miss Bessie Hamlett, Mrs. Marilyn Joy Peachey and baby girl,
and Mrs. Anne Laura Beane, all
of Murray.

$10,000- $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo

1-800-819-7010

Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Almo station. All residents of the area are
urged to attend.

BY JA

HOSPITAL REPORTS
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Dec. 27 have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Peachey baby girl, parents. Marilyn and Nathaniel, Murray
Dismissals
Miss Kelsi Reneigh Tidwell,
Hardin; James Lowell Nance,
Puryear, Tenn.
Expiration
Mrs. Linda Sue Lassitta, Hazel.
-----One newborn admission and

Almo-Dexter meeting Tuesday

Health Express lists stops

Senior menus released for week
Menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly and Meals
on Wheels for the week of Jan.
4 to 8 have been released by the
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Program.
The meals are now prepared
and served at the Weaks Center
at 11 a.m.. Monday through Friday.
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Mrs. Lena Saffer Jones of Murray celebrated her 95th birthday
on Dec. 25.
She is .formerly of the Pica
ant Hill community in the Land
Between the Rivers.
The three layered birthday cake
made of coconut was prepared by
Mrs. Jones, a tradition she has
followed since she was old enough
to .bake.
Attending the private celebration were Carmen D'Angelo; Craig,
Donna and Nick D'Angelo; Kevin,
Dobbic, Amanda and Emily D'Angel(); Jim and Evelyn Dixon; Mike
and Sara Dixon and Justin Baker;
Billy. Debby, Toby and Jaime Kimbro; Shelley Evans: and Charles
and Edra Dixon.

VOLUNTEER

LENA SAFFER JONES
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, friendship warms up because ofyour
flirtatious manner. Be careful! You
Jan. 2, 1999:
Recognize when pressure makes it could be heading down the path of
necessary to pull back. Many de- regret. Tonight: It is your pick.
mands will be made of you in differ- VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ent realms of your life. Because you ** Sit back, and be an armchair
like to perform at a high level, you traveler. You have done way too
often could be overwhelmed. Career much and it is all likely to catch up
is requires extra effort. You, like with you. If you must, finish up
everyone else have only so much thank-you notes. Others are full of
energy. Partners also expect a lot punch and energy; let them do their
from you. If you are single, an in- thing. Sneak in a nap if you can.
volvement might be off and on. Give Others don't always need you. Tothis bond time to develop. If at- night: Get a good night's sleep.
tached, you could go through several LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
mental and emotional changes ***** Confusion surrounds an
within your partnership. You will amorous attachment. Be realistic
learn when to give less and when to about this person.Take offyour roseoffer more. Boundaries will be a colored glasses. You could be subliprimary matter under discussion. mating some anger dealing with
someone, rendering you unable to
CANCER pushes your buttons.
communicate.Tonight: Visit a friend.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; *** Someone demands your respect. You can only do so much. You
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
are sitting on a lot of anger and
frustration.
Take time to think, feel
ARLES(March 21-April 19)
**** You want to shake your head and recharge. Too much might be
at what goes on. Listen, but remem- happening too fast. Do what you
ber that you need not agree. Do your must, but take care of yourself as
own sleuthing to discover what is well.Tonight: Make it an early night.
up. Emphasize love, children and SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ingenuity. Let nothing stop you from **** Take an overview with a
chasing your dreams.Tonight: Where difficult child or loved one. Be gracious and look the other way. Do
the fun is.
your best anchoring plans; there
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You are forced into an uncom- could be a vagueness. Being more
fortable situation with someone in open to the creative process can make
charge. Uncertainty surrounds you; a big difference. Accent spontaneity.
you don't know how to proceed.Count Tonight: Take in a movie.
on a partner to guide you. You are a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
little down or out of sorts. Tonight: ** Relate to partners on a one-toStay close to home.
one level. Pressure is high to do
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
something someone's way. Leta fam**** What you hear fogs your ily member know your limits. Many
thought processes. Don't let some- demands are made on you. Consider
one's illusions become your reali- what is appropriate now. You are
ties. Plans are unclear,confirm them. slightly negative. Tonight: Listen to
Frustration results from dealings a friend.
with someone. Keep talks flowing. AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Join friends later in the afternoon. **** You have an inkling that you
Tonight: Full of chatter.
aren't hearing the whole story. LisCANCER (June 21-July 22)
ten patiently, stay centered and de*** Pull back, and let someone fer judgment. Though you can see
else take charge. You need to handle what is going on,someone might not
practical matters before you plunge get the message. Don't commit to
into yet another adventure. Pres- spending anything you don't want
sure fcom someone you respect could to. Tonight: Dinner with friends.
become uncomfortable.A friend chips PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
in and makes a project much more *** Dive into a project. Listen to
manageable. Tonight: Get a head friends who offer assistance. They
start on tomorrow.
are there for you. You have an unsure feeling. Let it go; it's not likely
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your magnetism makes up to be accurate. A family member or
for some confusion. Plans change, parent makes a demand. Go out of
but somehow you make the best of it your way for him. Tonight: Make a
and turn the situation around. A favorite meal.
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BIRTHS
Madolyn Marie Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Jereme Rose of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Madolyn Marie Rose, born on Thursday. Dec. 24, 1998, at 7:50
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 10 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Amy Boggess.
Grandparents are James S. .Boggess and the late Carolyn Boggess
of Dexter, Cheryl Robinson of Almo, and Jon Ed rose of Benton.

Hunter Christian Keel

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Keel of Murray are the parents of a son,
Hunter Christian Keel, born on Friday, Dec. 25, 1998, at 10:03 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 12 ounces and measured 19 3/4
inches. The mother is the former Celena Cooper.
Grandparents are Roger and Mary Janice Cooper of Murray and
Michael and Georgia Keel of Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Dot Morton and Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Cooper, all of Murray, Mrs. Bonnie Keel of Hazel, and Mrs. Bonna
Yates of Keystone Heights, Fla.
A stepgreat-great-grandmother is Mrs. Rosemary Pace of Hopkinsville.

Taylor Dale Young
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Young of Benton are the parents of a son,
Taylor Dale Young. born on Sunday, Dec. 27, 1998. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed seven pounds six ounces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Stacey Crook.
Grandparents are Larry and Joy Young of Murray and Gary and
Marilyn Crook of Kevil.
Great-grandparents are the Rev. and Mrs. Leon Penick and Mrs.
Bronzie Young and the late Martin Young, all of Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Taylor of Kevil and Mrs. Edna Crook of Missouri.

Nicholas Evan Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. Scott III of 2390 Bethel Rd., Almo, are the
parents of a son, Nicholas Evan Scott, born on Monday, Dec. 28,
1998, at 7:44 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 10 pounds one ounce and measured 21.5 inches. The mother is the former Kimberly A. Swanson.
Grandparents are Gerald and Nancy Swanson of Murray and Ira
W. Scott Jr. of Paris, Tenn.

Activities announced
for local senior citizens

By Teri Cobb
Monday events will include
Activities Director
Bridge Club at noon %id, Bingo at
Murray-Calloway County Senior 1 p.m., On the lunch menu will
Citizens have announced activities be beef stew, cole slaw, cornbread
for the week of Jan. 4 to 8 at the and bananas.
Weaks Community Center.
A local minister will be presWe invite you to come and join ent to lead a devotion at 10 a.m.
us for lunch, Monday through Fri- Tuesday. Chicken strips, French
day, at 11 a.m. for a suggested fries, broccoli with cheese sauce
donation of $2. Milk, coffee and and chocolate pudding will be on
tea are the daily choices of bev- lunch menu.
erages.
Pinochle play, always open to
limits.
You
tend
toward
negativity
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
new
Our
players, will begin at 12:30
also
center
offers
variety
a
right now. Let time intercede. Toof other services to meet the needs p.m. Wednesday. Lunch items
night:
Make
a
must
visit.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Sunday,Jan.
of senior adults. Not only do we include spaghetti with meat sauce.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
3, 1999:
****
Arrange
a
day
trip
or
a
vaca- have a variety of activities for the tossed salad, garlic bread and appleExpect to make money this year. An
association enhances your financial tion. A change in scenery could do active senior, we also provide sup- sauce.
Thursday events will include
and emotional life. You learn to work you a world of good. A fresh perspec- port services to assist those who
with a partner in an unprecedented tive revives you and you feel more in need help staying in their own Dominoes play at 9 a.m. and a
manner.Be careful with funds. What touch with yourself. Take care of homes.
free Cholesterol Screening by Westyou perceive is effective and a wise details, calls and messages. Others
Call us at 753-0929 for infor- ern Baptist Hospital from 9 a.m.
decision could prove a problem. await word from you. Tonight: Call mation on our transportation serv- to noon at the center. Lunch will
Money slips though your fingers. it an early night.
ice, telephone reass.urance program, include cheesy tuna noodle casseMuch ofyour free time is spent think- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) and meals on wheels. If you know role, carrots, peas and oranges.
***
Deal with discrepancies. Ering and transforming. If you are
of someone who could benefit from
Our Transportation Day will be
single, romance is likely, but you rors are possible with this hectic this service,
Thursday
beginning at 10 a.m. A
please
call
us.
pace.
You are worried about meeting
could also be ambivalent. In some
Volunteers are needed for all of volunteer will take you anywhere
obligations,
but
you
will.
An
associway, you feel a relationship is too
much work. If attached, you seek a ate is demanding without intending the services were provide. You are in the city limits you need to go.
greater commitment.The good times to. Establish limits with loved ones encouraged to call us if you inter- To take advantage of this free servare great, yet the bad times have a who need a reminder. Tonight: A ested in volunteering. We'll con- ice, call the center at 753-0929
good conversation.
nect you with just the right job.
9:30 a.m. Thursday.
definite chill. LEO warms you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Armchair Aerobics will be at 8
Bridge Club play will start at
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
Monday.
a.m.
Wednesday
noon
on Friday. On the lunch menu
Friand
*** You feel like a lit fuse, full of ** You are out ofsync.Itseems that
day. On Monday at 10:30 a.m. we will be fish sandwiches, tater tots.
project,
every
idea
plan
put
or
you
energy. Take off, get into a project or
will lift hand weights.
green beans and cheesecake.
visit a family member. By being to- forth fizzles out. Partners and friends
have
strong
opinions;
let
call
them
tally spontaneous, a lot happens
quickly.Someone is enamored.Good the shots. Take a hard look at yourfeelings come from discussions and self. Consider a diet or exercise plan.
You can control that! Tonight: Mainsharing. Tonight: Have fun.
tain the status quo.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Love poems are being sought from among the Murray-area grass***** Reach out for others. What AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
in a free poetry contest, spon- roots poets...
***
can
You
only
much.
do
so
Pressomeone shares jolts you. You don't
To enter, send one poem only
always have a sense of what goes on sure to perform is unusually high. sored by the Reno Fine Arts InstiGrant
tute.
prize
will
$1,000,
of
he
21 lines or less: Free ConListen
instincts
regarding
to
others.
with this person, even if you're together a lot. Express your caring Take better care of yourself. You are with 28 prizes in all. The con- test. 316 California Ave., Suite 626,
Reno, Nevada 89509-1669, or enter
nature so others can hear. Get er- out of sorts, do something for you. test is open to everyone.
"We think love poems can on-line (0). www.freecontest.com.
rands done, then visit a friend. To- Take advantage ofthe season's sales,
and by something you want. To- inspire happiness," says Mark
night: More New Year's partying
The deadline for entering is Feb.
night: Order in.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Mearns, the organization's Poetry 1 1999. Poems may be written
*** Recent risks stun you. Take a PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
Contest Director. "We're espe- on the subject of love, using any
hard look at what is going on. Let ***** Your positive attitude gets cially happy to inspire beginning style.
others share their feelings with you. past a partner's volatile temper. poets and we think this compeWinners will be notified by
There is a lot of tension between you Have a long-overdue discussion. tition will do just that.
the
end of March and will be
and a loved one. Discussions become Opportunity strikes, as you breed
Kentucky has produced many invited for free publication. All
understanding
closeness.
greater
and
loving after a quarrel. Tonight: A
Juggle your plans so that you have sensitive poets over the years and entrants will receive a winner's
must appearance.
time to visit friends and loved ones. we'd like to discover new ones list.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You juggle a lot of requests. Tonight: Don't go overboard.
A family member is on the warpath.
This mood has been building for a
while. You are amazed by what a
loving talk does. Don't get stuck in
an untenable position. Be more flexible. Walk in his shoes. Tonight:
What you want.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Take a deep breath and think.
Emotions run high, so keeping your
temper is a tall order. Remain nurturing. Take that extra step. Others
appreciate your directness Make
time later for that special person in
your life. Tonight: Mellow is best.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Allow more playfulness into
your life. You could be spending too
much. Take extra time for friends,
but be realistic about your free time.
Full Day Educational
Others seek you out; popularity runs
Preschool Program
high. Christen the weekend and the
new year. You have your hands full
Ages 0-5
juggling all of your demands. To(Next to wins)
night: With friends.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You feel under the gun with all
that is going on. Your temper flares.
Think about what is ailing you. You
• NI a,
'.age Therapy • Facials • AVF:1)A" Prodtwts
are misdirecting your anger. Recog& OM • Aromatherapy • Sugaring
nize your emotional end professional
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Menus for the various lunch- and Mexican cornbread, fish sand:
rooms in the Calloway County wich, peanut butter and jelly sandSchools for the week of Jan. 4 wich; Fnday - fish nuggets w/hushto 8 have been released by Jan- puppies. chili dog on bun, grilled cheese
ice McCuiston, food service direc- sandwich. Chef salad, vegetables, fruits
tor. Murray City Schools will and milk are available daily.
return to classes on Jan. 11, accordCalloway Middle
ing to Judy Clark, food service
Breakfast
director.
Monday - ham and cheese sandThe menus,subject to'occasional wich; Tuesday - donuts; Wednesday
change, are as follows:
- sausage on biscuit; Thursday - chickCALLOWAY COUNTY
en on biscuit; Friday - sausage and
Preschool
biscuit. Cereal, toast, fruit, juice and
Breakfast
milk are available daily.
Monday - cereal and toast, sliced
Lunch
peaches; Tuesday - sausage and bisMonday - pizza, roast beef and
cuit, fruit juice; Wednesday - pan- Swiss sandwich; Tuesday - baked potacake and sausage on a stick w/syrup, to w/chili and roll, hamburger w/cheese
fruit juice; Thursday - donuts, mixed on bun; Wednesday - chicken fajita,
fruit; Friday - no school. Milk is turkey and cheese sandwich; Thursserved daily.
day - country fried steak w/roll, pizza;
Lunch
Friday - spaghetti w/meat sauce and
Monday - chicken nuggets w/roll. roll, deli turkey and cheese sandwich.
creamed potatoes w/gravy, glazed car- Chef salad, vegetables, fruit, cold
rots; Tuesday - hamburger w/cheese sandwiches, fruit drink and milk are
on bun, lettuce, tomato, pickle. tater available daily.
logs, pears; Wednesday - hot ham
Calloway High
and cheese sandwich, baked apples,
Breakfast
vegetarian beans,chips; Thursday - taco
Monday - chicken on biscuit; Tuessalad w/cheese, whole kernel corn. day - sausage and biscuit; Wedneslettuce. tomato; Friday - no school. day - scrambled eees. bacon and toast;
Thursday - steak on biscuit; Friday Milk is served daily.
ham and cheese biscuit. Cereal, toast.
East, North, Southwest
donuts, muffins, fruit, juice and milk
Breakfast
Monday - oatmeal and Poptart; are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - sausage and biscuit; WednesMonday - bar-b-q ribbette w/roll,
day - donuts; Thursday - French toast
stix w/syrup; Friday - scrambled eggs, grilled chicken sandwich; Tuesday bacon and toast. Cereal, toast, juice, vegetable soup and cracks w/gnIled
cheese, turkey club sandwich; Wednesfruit and milk are available daily.
day - spaghetti w/meat sauce and
Lunch '
Monday - pizza, grilled chicken bread sticks, hot ham and cheese sandsandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; wich; Thursday - crispy steak w/roll.
Tuesday - chicken and noodles w/roll, foot long hot dog on bun; Friday chuckwagon sandwich, peanut butter taco salad w/cheese and Mexican cornand jelly sandwich; Wednesday - oven bread, Chuckwagon sandwich. Pizza.
fried chicken w/roll. hot ham and hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef
cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sand- salads, cold sandwiches, fruit, milk.
wich; Thursday - taco salad w/cheese fruit drink and tea are available daily.

Get'ern while you can!

Girl Scout Cookies
January 15-31

Love poems sought

The EssentialDay Spa
Nfq,INT (FACkp!
NEW LOCATION!
The Village
Hwy.641 North • Murray

Call For Openings

767_0760

753-5227

""••••••i

We proudly
present our
bridal registry.„
Courtney Adams & Ryan Vanover
Lisa Rexroat & Pete Underwood
111 South 4th Street 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square

Better Do Something About That Cough
It may be a symptom of pneumonia. 'Pneumonia and influenza combined are
the sixth leading cause of death, according to the American Lung Association.
Pneumonia is not a single disease. It can have over 30 different causes, and each
is associated with a cough. The two main causes are bactena and viruses.
Bacterial pneumonia can attack anyone from infants through the very old, usually when a person's resistance is low because of illness, old age. malnutrition,
general debility, or impaired immunity. Fortunately, a vaccine is available.
More and more viruses are being identified as the cause of respiratory infection, and though most attack the upper respiratory tract. some produce pneumonia. especially in children. While there is no effective treatment yet for viral
pneumonia, which usually heals on its own, most incidents are not serious and
last a short time.
Other, less common pneumonias may be quite serious and
are occumng more often Many may be caused by the
inhalation of food, liquid, gases, or dust, and by fungi.
Tuberculosis pneumonia is a very serious lung infection and
extremely dangerous unless treated early.
(Coat'd next week)

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Wetter Mehr
Pharmacist
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This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business lind support would be greatly
appreciated.
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ADVENTISTS
FAIN

11STST.JELANTClE
AGICNCY
Business
Life

Auto
Home

814 South
4th Si.
Murray,

SEVENTH DAN' ADVENTIST
Sat. 10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat 900 a m.
Worship

(502)
753-0632

Health

KY.

can Quilt

Your 1.

Xr>

A 011 .
ir-,S./f
Prufeasional Quilting Sonic, For
Over 12 Year. Coast tu I oast

41441C

753-3444

4altanill 1611..,0101W
AliMetitgray c .refee

95 Cliesta•t • Murray
,

CARR()LL TIRE &
HEEL ALIGNMENT, INC.
1305 N. 12th Si
Murray

753-1489

Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich - Muai-Mile

WAL*MART

809 North
12th Street

SUPERCENTER
A.WAYS LOW PRICES ALWAr'S WA,MANI

:-ORU
MERCURY
LINCO:.N

-..

701 Main St.

Parker Ford
i,
Lincoln•Mercury
Murray

753-5273

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business -
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Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings • Proms •Banquets •Birthdavs •Anniversari,
304 Main St.
Murray. KY 42071
15021 753-1300
15021 759-4713

116 N. Market
Paris. TN 38242

1901) 642-5300

Er.k L,,, .
Semices For
Your Wedding'

Toll Free

.36,_Aici
1.888

Toll Free
1-888-958-9879
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804 Chestnut

753-6656

Your Ad Could Be Here
Support your local church directory.

Call 753-1916
To Advertise Your Business
_
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Cain's1A
CHRYSI FFI•PtYMOUTH43000E VEE P

HWY. 841 N. • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

JCPenney
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SALON HOURS:
PA-F 9-6, Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-6

(I 'I,.

CHESTNUT HILLS
759-1400
14-9 10-9; Sun. 12:30-6

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
r, os
110 East Sycamore ,
'across fror,Anornai Shelter.?

f J.Y14z3

7
j
,cl
V
or 753-0182

UCENSED • BONDED • INSURED

SER ALL

TERMITE AND
PEST CONTROL

FREE INSPECTIONS Starving YOU Since 1963
1433
Phone 502 753-6433 • Toll Free 1 8C)0.
1804 SR 121 ByRass. Murray KY
Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
-1n1d sp.m.
mk.e
ServiAlnigdnLigunhtchon10vital;e

(S)

ArbYs
.._....)

753-8841

507 N. 12th

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
205

N. 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

-The oldest independent repair shop in Murray "

p

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon Fri

619 South 4th St.

gw.

7.30 5

70-6$31 • 753-2511

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

f

ASSEMIILIES OF GOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 am.

ATBOLIC
ST HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
5:00 p.rn
Saturday
900 a.m
Sunday
7:00 p m
Holy Eve
6:00 p.m
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
4:30 p.m.
Saturday Masa
8 & 10 a m.
Sunday Mass

CHRISTIAN
BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
6:00 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m
Wednesday Serv.
1000 a m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11.00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. St 6 p.m.
Worship Services
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship '
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10.45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wo
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
: a.m.
1000
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
m.
.m.
00 p.
7::30
6
Evening Worship
Wednesday Eve.
HARDIN BAPTIST
8, 9 15 & 10:30 a.m.
Worship
8, 9.15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wed. Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
10 30 a.m. & 630 p.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
5
710 p.m.
Church Training
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship Service
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST 5:30 P.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Preaching
TOO p.m.
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
1100 a m
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
200 p m
Ist Sunday
: p.m
200
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p m
ng Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9-30 a m
Sunday chool
1100 a m
Worshi
LIFE GENERAL BAPTIST
1000 a m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p m
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 a m.
Sunday School
11 a m & 7 p.m
Worship
GROVE
OAR
11 am & 7 pm
Worship
10 a m
School
Sunday
OWENS CHAPEL
1000 a m
Sunday School
11 .00 a m
Preaching
5:30 pm
Pray Service
h erurch
ce
O
PPLAR
SPRING 6.°° P m
9a m
Sunday School
Worship
aTm 81 7 P
I° 15IS
SALEM HAYT
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 15 pm.
Evening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
11 -00 am.
Worship Service
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
SINKING SPRING
m
pmi
1 00 a
16
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a m.
Sunday School
Worship
Wo
11 a.m , 6-30 p m.
7pm
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
900 am
Sunday School
Worship Services
10 a m . & 7 p m.
pm
Discipleship Training
ST JOHN
11 am.
Morning Worship
9 30 a ns
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
10 00 a m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
Mid Week Services
WEST FORK
11 00 am
Morning Worship
600 p_rn
Sunday Evening
7 00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10.30 a.m & 6 p.m
Worship
7 pm
Wednesday

FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main St., Murray
•
10:30 a.m
Sunday
10:30 a m.
Sunday School
7:30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
12-3 p.m.
Reading Room Every Wed

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
950 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a m
Morning Worship,
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9-50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p in.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
-10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m
Bible Classes
7pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m
Worship
10 am
Bible Study
6 p m.
Evening Worship
7pm
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a m
Bible Classes
10.00 a.m. & 6.00 p m
Worship
WEST MURRAY
10.50 a.in
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9.00 a m
Morning
6:00 p m
Evening
7:00 p.m
Wednesday

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATFER DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
900 a m
Sunday Priesthood
1000 a in
Sunday School
10.50 a m
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
120W Main
Sunday Holy Eucharist 8 & 10.30 a m
9-00 a.m
Sunday School
5.15 p.m
Wed & Fri Services

INDEPENDENT
BIBLE BELIEVERS
10:30 a m
Worship
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 a.m
Worship
11 a m
Children's Sun School
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN(-ENTER
1619 Martin Chapel Rd
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 -00 a m
Worship
7:00 p m
Wednesday
IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
9 am
Sun Spiritual Training
10 a m
Worship Service
7pm
Tues. Bible Study
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL A.SSEMBLY
7-00 p m
Thursday Night
1000 a m
Sunday Morning
7 00 p m
Sunday Evening
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3p m
Sunday
7 pm
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING CAD
930. M.
Bible School
11 30 a.m & 7 pm
Worship
7pm
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship

ar

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 1000 a m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 1000 a m. to 1 p.m.
630 p m.
Tuesday

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9.30 a.m.
Public Talk
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

Sunday School & Bible Class 900 a.m.
10:15 a ni
Worship

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
9.30 a in.
Morning Worship
10 30 a m
Sunday School
600 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun, Night
COLDWATER
1100 a.m
Worship
10:00 a m
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a in
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a m., 6:00 p.m
Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Worship
..9:50 a.m.
Church School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 .00 a.m.
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
945 a.m.
Worship Service
1045 a in
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
900 a.m
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
MT CARMEL
10.00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
MT HEBRON
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:45 a :7
Worship
11:00 a
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Service
Pastor William J Pratt

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9.30 a.m
Sunday School
10 45 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
11 DO a.m
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
1100 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
II 00 a m
Worship
1000 a m
Sunday School
OAK GROVE
10.00 a m
Sunday School
1100 a.m & 7 p.m
Worship Service

It)

Calloway Monument Co.

Murray
1701 West Main
We have over 40 years' invariance
In design and craftsmanship'
We are here to serve you and your loved ones
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1-800-633-7296
N. 7th St.
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STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air
Shopping Center
753-0440
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Great Selections...
•Bibles and Bible Covers

KEADMORE •Bible Index

Tabs
•Bible Lesson Planners
Chestnut Hills 'Precious Mortents Bible
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Murray
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FREE Imprinting With Purchase
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Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
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Serving Western Kentucky
and Western Tennessee

4th St. 753-1323 Chestnut St.
12

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS
•
& FARM SUPPLIES
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1204 Johnson Blvd., Murray • 759-0061
Pans, TN 901-642-0061

McKenzie, TN 901-352-0061
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We Have The World's Finest Imports
753-8850
800 Chestnut St.
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PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11 013 a.m & 600 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
-11 a.m & 6-30 p.m.
Worship
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
10-11 a m. de 700 p.m
Sun Ser
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a m & 7 p.m
Worship
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
1030 a.m
Worship & Junior Church
6 p.m
Worship
7 pm
Wednesday
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7 00 p.m
Saturday Evening
10.30 a.m & 7 p.m
Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
1000 a m
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p m
Worship Serv
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a m. & 6 p m
Sunday Services

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9.45 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Discount To All Churches
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1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1738
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SC3100• Service
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• Al Makes & Modee
• Quit Fabrics
•Sowing Supplios
95 Chestnut Street
Murray753-3444

"Your One-Stop Building and Home
Improvement Headquarters."

MYERSL umber Co.
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500 South 4th, Murray
(502)753-6450

av
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET

to

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

WestView

502-753-1304
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Your Ad Could Be Here
Support your local

church directory.

Call 753-1916
To Advertise Your Business

641 Super Shell
Open Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - Close 9:00 p.m.''
Fridays open til 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 7:00 a.m. - Close 8:00 p.m.

Phone 753-9131
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Once again this year, the Blood
River Baptist Association sponsored
the Friendship International House
in Calloway and Marshall counties.
This annual ministry to the international students was started here
several years ago, according to
Gracie Erwin of Kirksey, director.
The purpose is to give a place
for the internationals who are unable
to return to their home countries
for the holidays.
Registration took place Dec. 19
at the Baptist Student Union at
Murray State University. The guests
then left with their host families
who are Tony and Paula Benefiel,
Jerry and Cindy McArkir, and Ted
and Helen Higgins, all of Benton;
Betty Larimer, Gilbertsville; Jean
Bird, Sue McNeary, and Charles
and Kelly Palmer, all of Murray;
and W.A. and Gracie Erwin, Kirksey.

11
International students attending
were as follows:
China - Renan Zhang, Murray
State University, Fan Zhang. University of Texas, and Yan Jiang,
Columbia University, New York
City;
Japan - Chizu Sakaguchi, Webster University, Yukie Manka, Ohio
Dominican College, Tomoaki Shimarani, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Emi Shimarani, Miyuki Kudo, University of North Carolina, and Chihiro Nakazawa, Bryn
Mawr College;
Malaysia - Si Aw Lee, Murray
State University;
_Taiwan - Sabrina Hsieh, HungWen Su and Jessica, and HsienWen Su and Windy, all of Murray State University;
Thailand - Wallapak Polasub,
University of Illinois, and Nattanich Kasemsajjatham, Murray
State University;

India - Bonny Bhattacharkjee,
Murray State University:
Burma - Angela and Christine
Aung, Murray. not students.
The students were taken on
tours of various activities in Calloway, Marshall and McCracken
counties with many of the churches entertaining with meals. Also featured was a day trip to Centennial Park and Museum and Opryland Hotel, Nashville.
The activities will close today
with a trip to Quilt Museum at
Paducah and a Watchnight service
at 12:30 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union.
Erwin expressed her appreciation to each and everyone who
volunteered or helped with the
services during the two weeks'
period.
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Pictured are participants in the Friendship International House, hosted by the Blood River Baptist Association.

Services, sermon
topics set for week
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Various
churches
have
announced speakers and sermon
topics for services on Sunday as
follows:
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. David Riley, pastor,
will speak about "The Word, the
Life, and the Light" with scripture from John 1:3-4 at the 10:15
a.m. Holy Communion service at
10:15 a.m. Charles Benzing will
serve as elder and Pat Bray as
organist.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak about "A New
Song" with scripture from Psalm
40:1-5 at the 11 a.m. service, and
-about "How to Understand Humanism" (first message in a series of
seven exposing the lies of secular huinanism) with scripture from
Ephesians 6:10-18 at the 6 p.m.
service.
First Presbyterian
Sallie Guy will speak about "A
Matter of the Heart" with scripture from Romans 2:6-16; 28-29
at the 10:45 a.m. service. Amy
Brown will direct the choir with
Mandie Green as organist.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Jerry M. Lee, pastor,
will speak about "Gaining control
By Giving In" with scripture from
I Peter 2:11 to 3:2 at the 10:45
a.m. service and about "Alumni
of the Church" at the 6 p.m. service. John Wood is minister of
music.
First Christian
Don Chamberlain will speak
about "New Year, New Choices"
• with scripture from I Corinthians
12:12-13 at the 10:45 a.m. service. Mark Dycus is choir director
I

52-0061

The Rev. B.A. Crawford of
Marion, Ark., has been named the
new pastor of Lake-Land Apostolic Church, 1653 North 16th Ext.,
Murray.
Rev. and Mrs. Crawford's ministry has been in mission works
in Michigan, Arkansas and Kentucky with experience in starting
and building churches in their 29year ministry.
Rev. Crawford succeeds the Rev.
James H. Cain who has been the
founding pastel- for the 15 years
of the congregation's existence.
Rev. Cain said "we are blessed
to have people of Rev. and Mrs.
Crawford's ability to take the leadershig of the church beginning Jan.
I, 1999."
For more information call Rev.
REV. B.A. CRAWFORD
Crawford at 753-8200 or at the is welcome to attend services
at
church at .753-5757. "The public Lake-Land." Rev. Crawford said.
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West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Richard Edmiston,
pastor, will conduct the winter Bible
Study on "Joshua Is Coming" at
the 10 and 11 a.m. and 6 and 7
p.m. services.

New pastor at Lake-Land

1-0061

NE

and Lea Gentile is organist.
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev. Lester Duffer, pastor,
will speak about "How to Be
Blessed in the New Year" with
scripture from Psalm 128:1-6 at
the 11 a.m. service, and about
"What If It Were Today or This
Year" with scripture from I John
2:27 to 3:3 at the 6 p.m. service.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak about "It's Time to
Take Your Jericho" with scripture
from Joshua 6:15 at the 10:50
a.m. service when the ordinance
of The Lord's Supper will be
observed. The study of Joshua of
the January Bible Study will continue at the 6 p.m. service and
again on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Glendale Church of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "Reaching Forward to
Those things That Are Ahead" with
scripture from Philippians 3:12-15
at the 9 a.m. service and about
"The Proud and The Humble" with
scripture from I Peter 5:1-7 at the
6 p.m. service. A short service
will be, at 5 a.m.
First Baptist
The Rev. Terry Garvin, associate pastor, will speak and conduct
the January Bible Study on "Joshua"
at the 9:30 a.m. Sunday School
hour for adult classes, and at the
10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.

Dear Editor:
Bethel Fellowship on Hwy. 94 East and Share The Hope would
like to thank everyone who donated food, clothing, toys. money,
transportation, and elbow grease, in their recent effort to help the
families of eastern Kentucky.
The cooperative event was a huge success.
We commend the businesses in Murray, Benton, and as far
away as Princeton, for their Christmas spirit and generosity.
Children who had never saw Santa Claus or sat on his lap got
to do so.
The children each received a toy and a shoe box crammed full
of personal items. Each family received a food box, a clothes. basket which contained towels, wash cloths, toilet tissue, paper towels, blankets and etc. There were warm clean coats and clothing
4i•,, for everyone. We helped about 50 families.
There was a lot of tears in the eyes of the teachers and the
Lprincipal at the Rogers Elementary School in Wolfe County, Ky.
on Dec. 12.
There were also a lot of tears in the eyes of the 15 people
, who saw this all take place. We were all very tired campers but
that truly made Christmas for all of us who went. We thank all
of you who had a part in this mission.

.
-

Phillip Lynn Rogers, coordinator
Pastor Shelby Underhill
9950 St. Rt. 94 E.
Murray, KY 42071

302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, Ky.

1110111111:
MONDAY - FRIDAY
8:30 - 5:30
SATURDAY
9:00 - 4:00
SUNDAY
1:00-4:00
BELIEVE IT
BECAUSE IT'S TRUE
NOTHING HELD BACK
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED

REGULAR RETAIL PRICE

It's Simple!
Look At The
Tag And Pay
Only Half!

Entire Stock of Instock Merchandise Only.
Living Room Suites
Odd Chairs
Dining Room Sets
Bedroom Suites
Box Springs 9 Mattresses
Bunk Beds
Coffee 9 End Tables
Curios
Recliners
Entertainment Centers
Lamps
Gun Cabinets
Sectionals
Glider Rockers

HURRY! - Only A Few Days Left
No Spacial Orders 4- No COD's
Merchandise Must Be Removed From
Store Within 72 Hours
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Top Carlisle 60-48
for championship
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By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
MARTIN, Tenn. -- Common
sense told Calloway County that
Carlisle would be better prepared
this time.
Just eight days removed from
a 26-point thrashing at the hands
of the Lakers at the Racer Christmas Classic. Carlisle knew the
stakes were higher in Wednesday's
championship game of the Martin
Lions Club Christmas Tournament.
But so did Calloway.
And while Carlisle did indeed
put up a better battle the second
time around. the outcome was the
same as Calloway scored the game's
first seven points and never trailed
in winning the championship 6048 at Martin Westview High School.
"We stung them pretty good the
first time and when you do that
to somebody, they'll usually swell
up a lot; they played aggressive
tonight, but we did too," Calloway
coach Ron Greene said. "We handled the challenge, and this is a
nice accomplishment for this club."
Larry Stubblefield accounted for
all of the first seven points, forcing Carlisle (8-3) to play catchup all, night long.
:Larry was awesome for us
tonight." Greene said of Stubble-

Lakers 60, Carlisle 48

16 31 44 — 60
Calloway Co.
12 23 34 — 48
Carlisle Co.
Wyatt 21,
Calloway Co. -- A
Stubblefield 19, Patterson 8, Tracy 5,
Underhill 5, M Wyatt 2, Owen FG: 1946 3-point FG: 4-9 (A Wyatt 2,
FT: 16-21
Stubblefield, Tracy)
Rebounds: 28 (A Wyatt 10) Record:
7-3
Carlisle Co. — Hill 15, Shuemaker 10,
Hobbs 9, O'Neill 6, Smith 2, Tyler 2,
Hoskins 2, Green. Hayden FG: 17-46.
3-point FG: 2-9. FT: 10-19 Rebounds:
45. Record: 8-3.

Racers
in OT
MSU goes 1-2 at
Rainbow Classic

field, who wound up with 19 points
and was named to the all-tournament team. "He always has a good
floor game and he plays very intelligent. He does a good job leading us and I'm excited for him."
Calloway (7-3) led by as many
as nine points in the opening period before Carlisle rallied to within 16-12 at the end of the period.
Calloway scored the first five
points of the second period on
two Stubblefield free throws and
a Kyle Tracy 3-pointer to go up
MARK YOUNG Ledger & Times photo
21-12 and kept the margin steady Calloway County won the boys' championship of the 34th annual Martin Lions Club Christthroughout the period. leading 31mas Tournament Wednesday, beating Carlisle County 60-48 in the championship game.
23 at halftime.
52-47 with just over a minute to
Austin Wyatt, who wound up ton Patterson had two free throws looked to be in control.
Carlisle wasn't finished, though. go.
with 23 points and 10 rebounds as the Lakers led 44-34 heading
But with the game on the line.
With Orlandus Hill crashing the
and was named tournament MVP, into the fourth.
was a perfect 6-for-6 at
Calloway
opporevery
at
boards
offensive
margin
began to take control in the third
the
After Carlisle cut
period with seven points, includ- to 44-36 early in the final peri- tunity and scoring nine of his the free throw line in the final
ing a iate 3-pointer. Stubblefield od. Stubblefield and Wyatt scored team-hi'gh 15 points in the periadded two more buckets and Pay- to make it 48-36, and Calloway od, the Comets closed to within IN See Page 11A

HONOLULU (AP) — Terrell
Baker made up for a horrendous
free throw shooting in the final
minute of regulation by scoring
nine points in overtime, including four of five from the foul
line, to lead Florida State to an
80-76 victory Wednesday over
Murray State in the consolation
final of the Rainbow Classic
Wednesday.
The Seminoles (7-5) appeared
to have the fifth place game of
the Rainbow Classic clinched,
leading 62-55 with 51.2 seconds
left in regulation.
However, Aubrey Reese rallied the Racers (10-2), tieing it
at 66 with a pair of free throws
with 11 ticks left in regulation.
A 25-foot shot by Florida State's
Adrian Crawford bounced off the
rim to send the game into an
extra period.
Over the final 42 seconds of
• See Page 11A

Lady Lakers nipped by Marshall in final
Calloway drops 54-53 decision
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
DRAFFENVILLE -- Without knowing, one would
have assumed Wednesday's girls contest between
Calloway County and Marshall County was for more
than just a holiday tournament championship.
Under a postseason-type atmosphere, the Lady
Marshals edged the Lady Lakers 54-53 in the championship game of the Bank of Marshall County Holiday Classic, held at Marshall County High School.
"I thought it was a typical championship-type
ballgame," said Calloway head coach Scott Sivills.
"You really hate that somebody has to lose a game
like this one."
Marshall County (9-0) remained undefeated on
the young season, but had to stave off a stubborn
Lady Laker squad -- playing without the services of
center Jessica Norsworthy, serving a one-game suspension for being ejected from a victory over Mas-

•ur
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

sac County Wednesday morning.
The game remained extremely close for most of
the evening, with neither team holding more than a
three-point lead until the final minute of action.
That's when the Lady Marshals took control.
Calloway (7-4) held a slim 38-37 advantage heading into the final eight minutes, and was on the
verge of stealing the game when Brooke Lencki
found Tiffany Lassiter down low .for an easy layup
and 49-46 lead with 3:34 remaining.
But just as soon as the Lady Lakers grabbed the
lead, they relinquished it on the next Marshall County possession.
Lady Marshal guard Tosha Gardner, who led her
team with 20 points, was fouled on a successful
layup attempt. Her free throw was good, tying the
game at 49-49. Marshall would not trail again.
After a pair of timeouts, Emily Stone connected
on a layup for a 51-49 Lady Marshal advantage
with 1:20 to go.
Just seconds later, Ashley Harper sealed the Lady
Lakers' fate when she hit a layup and was fouled.
The free shot was good, and Marshall led 54-49.

Calloway County girls' coach Scott Sivills
instructs his team during Wednesday's game
against Marshall County.
• See Page 11A

1998 Sports Year in Review
New coaches, arena opening are highlights
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
The past year in local sports
pro‘!tied several new things and
ehinges
From a new arena to several
new coaches, there was nothing
stagnant among MSU sports or at
the two local high schools.
RSEC opens: After 43 highly
successful years in Racer Arena.
the Murray State men's and
women's basketball programs
moved to a new home with the
long-awaited opening of the 8.500seat Regional Special Events Center.
The Racers won the first-ever
regular-season game in the new
arena. downing Southern Illinois 6562 Nov. 14. With two more subsequent victories at RSEC. MSU
now owns the nation's longest
homecourt winning streak at 33
games.
Murray State's Lady Racers were
not as fortunate as they lost to
Saint Louis 73-63 in their RSEC
debut.
Anderson named Racer coach:
After 17 years as an assistant at

Tevester Anderson
Georgia. Auburn and Murray State.
Tevester Anderson was named the
Racers' head coach March 27, succeeding Mark Gottfried. who left
to coach his alma mater. Alabama.
Anderson named former Indiana State head coach Bill Hodges
and former Tennessee Tech assistant Bob Eskew to his staff, but
Eskew left the program in the

summer and was replaced by former Souwest Louisiana and Mississippi State head coach Jim Hatfield.
Anderson won his first nine
games as a head coach before
Sunday's 88-75 loss to North Carolina-Charlotte at the Rainbow
Classic in Honolulu. Murray State
is currently 10-2.
Racers return to NCAA: Continuing the winning tradition at
MSU, the Racers made their sixth
NCAA Tournament appearance of
the 1990s in March.
MSU breezed through the Ohio
Valley Conference regular season,
compiling a 16-2 mark, then blitzed
Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay and
Tennessee State in the OVC tournament in Nashville to qualify for
the "Big Dance."
MSU received a No. 9 seed for
the NCAA and met Rhode Island,
coached by Jim Harrick, under
whom Gottfried coached at UCLA.
But the Rams were too strong
for the Racers in the first-round
matchup in Oklahoma City as they
blitzed MSU 97-74 March 13 to
end the Racers' season at 29-4.

Sivills, Hudson take local high
school posts: Calloway County
and Murray High both named new
basketball coaches during the past
year, with former Murray State player Scott Sivills succeeding Peter
O'Rourke as coach of the Calloway Lady Lakers and Hudson
taking the reins as the MHS boys'
coach following a one-year stint
by Stan Waller. Hudson is Murray's fourth coach in as many seasons.
Tigers state runner-up in
track: For the second year in a
row, Murray's boys finished sec
ond in Class A at the KHSAA
Track and Field championships in
Lexington.
Murray finished with 59 points.
while Harrodsburg won the championship with 66-1/2 points.
Murray's Kenny Hammonds won
the 110-meter high hurdles in a
school-record 15.03 seconds. Hammonds was also part of the 400meter relay team, which repeated
as state champion with a time of
44.52 seconds. Other team members were Bobby Smith, Markise
Foster and Thurman Foster.

Justin Fuente
Fuente excels for Racers: Quarterback Justin Fuente had a major
impact on the Murray State Racer
season after transferring from Oklahoma.
Fuente. a junior, completed 220

of 395 attempts for 2,895 yards,
23 touchdowns and 11 interceptions in guiding the Racers to a
7-4 finish in coach Denver Johnson's second season.
Fuente's passing total set a new
Murray State single-season mark,
surpassing Michael Proctor's 2,812
set in 1989. Fuente was named
second-team All-Ohio Valley Conference.
Also receiving postseason recognition were kicker Greg Miller,
defensive lineman Marcus Stepp
and linebacker Chris Vaughn, all
of whom were named to the AllOVC first team; and running back
Justin Bivins,center Jason Williams
and defensive linemen Kenneth
Knotts and Tony Esters, all on the
second team.
Ferguson leaves Racers: After
a two-year stint as defensive coordinator for Johnson's Murray State
football squad. Linwood Ferguson
was named head coach at Division II Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls, Texas.
Under Ferguson's direction,
MSU had the nation's second-best
defense in 1997.
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minute and Stubblefield added a
putback to seal the win.
"It was a pretty physical game,
but we held our poise for the most
pan," Greene said. "We know
we've got to play; them one more
time and it's at their place, but
we'll worry about that when the
time comes."
Patterson followed Wyatt and
Stubblefield with eight points. The
Lakers were 19 of 46 from the
field, 4-of-9 from 3-point range and
16 of 21 at the free throw line, but
were outrebounded 45-28.
Todd Shuemaker added 10
points for Carlisle while Brian
Hobbs added nine. The Comets
were 17 of 46 from the field, 2-of-9
from 3-point range and 10 of 19 at
the free throw line.
Greene was pleased with his
team's defense, particularly Patterson, who recorded several steals.
"Payton was in the right place at
the right times defensively tonight," he said. "I think our defense
in the last two or three games is
much improved.
"Even though we played well tonight, I still think we can get better," Greene added. "Our players
also believe we can and they want
to. We had some good individual
performances tonight, and we had
the intensity level we need."
Calloway now jumps right into
Fourth District action, visiting Mar-

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
agM• Farm insurance Companies
Home °Mows Bloomington, Niinots

HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
Wednesday's Games
Boys:
Coy Homes 66, Coy Holy Cross 57
South Oldham 71, Williamstown 44
Ashland Invitational
Simon Kenton 55, Ashland Blazer 54
Bank of Marshall Co. Holiday Classic
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Championship
Marshall Co 52 Gallatin, Tenn 44
Semifinals
Gallatin (Tenn )65, Lone Oak 62, 20T
Marshall Co 51. Lou Trinity 39
Banker's Classic
Finals
At Oldham Co.
Lou Iroquois 57 Oldham Co 55
Beachball Classic
Consolation
At Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Fort Thomas Highlands 72, Carver
(Ga.) 56
Bullitt Co. Roundball Classic
Barbourville 83. North Bullitt 69
Woodford Co 56, &Mitt Central 53
Centralia, Ill., Holiday Tournament
Championship
Mount Vernon. III 57, Paducah Tilghman 55
Semifinal
Paducah Tilghman 58, Centralia, Ill.
43
Classic Rental Tournament
Daviess Co 68, Somerset 54
Bowling Green 100, Owensboro
Apollo 69
Cumberland Falls Invitational
Final
Boyle Co. 81, Rockcastle Co. 55
Third place
Bell Co 68, Palm Coast (Fla )48
Fourth place
Corbin 96, Jones Co (Ga.) 86 Seventh place
Hazard 68. Union (S C )63
District 31-32 Shootout
Round robin
Gallatin Co 68, Carroll Co 52
Walton-Verona 48. Owen Co 45
Domino's Classic at Franklin-Simpson
Championship
Monroe Co 45, Henderson Co. 40
Third place
Franklin-Simpson 49. Chnstian Co 41
Fifth place
Meade Co 51, Lou Mercy 34
Seventh place
Grasyon Co 60, Muhlenberg South 42
Fifth Third Holiday Classic
Final
Scott Co 89, Lex. Catholic 76
Third place
Southern Lab (La (68, Lou Male 47
Fifth place
Lou Ballard 74, Madison Central 62
Seventh place
Wolfson (Fla.) 55, Clay Co 50
Gulf Shores Classic
Semifinal
Lea. Tates Creek 56, Hesndon (Va.)
54
Consolation
Lou Holy Cross 66. lmmokalee (Fla )
48
Hancock Bank Invitational Classic
Finals
Hancock Co 69. Monticello 62
Hoopin' It Up Classic
Fifth place
West Carter 62, University Heights 58
Consolation
Waggener 80 Russell 50
Hooters Classic
Fifth place
Lou Fairdale 62. Central Park (Ala )
60
Martin, Tenn., Lion's Tournament
Dyer Co . Tenn 53. Fulton r.n
Championship
Calloway Co 60. Carlisle Co 48
Nelson Co. Classic
Final
Nelson Co 81. Mercer Co 74
Third place
Eminence 67, Butler Co 59
Papa John's Classic
Final
Montgomery Co 52, East Carter 48

Danny Nutt
undergoes
brain surgery
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — Assistant football coach Danny Nutt was
having brain surgery Wednesday
morning, his brother and head
coach Houston Nutt said.
At a news conference in Orlando. Fla., where the Razorbacks
are preparing for Friday's Citrus
Bowl game against Michigan,
Houston Nutt was asked about his
brother's health and he mentioned
the surgery scheduled at University
Hospital in Little Rock, Houston
Nutt said he would telephone the
hospital soon for news of his
brother's condition.
Jerri Jackson, a hospital spokeswoman, said late this morning that
Danny Nutt remained in surgery.
Jackson said. "It's going well."

TOP 25

BASKETBALL
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Port Richey Rotary Classic
Consolation finals
At Port Richey, Fla.---•-•"'"
Danville 63. LeCanto (Fla ) 47
St. Martin's Invitational
Third place
Lou Seneca 59, Lou Southern 56
Seventh place
Lou Jeffersontown 52, Restoration 37
Consolation
Grant Co 83, St Thomas (La.) 74
Scottie Classic Glasgow Christmas
Tournament
Glasgow 70. Adair Co 68, OT
Third place
Logan Co 52. Monroe Co 48
Fifth place
Metcalfe Co 68, Taylor Co. 62
Seventh place
Caverna 58. Powell Co 48
Southern Holiday Classic
Championship
Lou Western 85, Lou. St. Xavier 68
Starbank Classic
At Glasgow
Championship
Glasgow 70, Adair Co. 68
Third place
Logan Co. 52. Monroe Co. 48
Fifth place
Caverna 58, Powell Co 48
Seventh place
Metcalfe Co 68, Taylor Co. 62
Suncoast Classic
Semifinals
Williamsburg 75. Jupiter Chrisitan
(Fla.) 44
Sunshine Classic
Final
Shelby Co 57, Father Lopez 56
Western Ky. Bank Classic
Championship
Grayson Co. 71, Hopkins Central 67
Consolation
Webster Co 49, Murray 27
Girls:
Alamo Shootout
Final
Holy Names (Ca) 47. Anderson Co. 33
Bank of Marshall Co. Holiday Classic
Calloway Co. 52, Massac Co (III.) 35
Marshall Co. 50, Lou. Eastern 28
Championship
Marshall Co. 54, Calloway Co. 53
Bellevue Tiger Christmas Classic
Championship
Bellevue 52, Rose Hill 40
Consolation
Silver Grove 51, Augusta 49
Daytona Beach Classic
Third place
Whitesburg 72. Los Alemitos (Ca) 57
Deep South Classic
Semifinal
At Snellville, Ga.
Lex. Catholic 47, Shelbyville (Tenn.)
37
Domino's Classic
Grayson Co 60. Muhlenberg So 42
Final
Monroe Co 45. Henderson Co 40
Third place
Franklin-Simpson 49, Christian Co 41
Fifth place
Meade Co 51, Lou Mercy 34
Evans High Holiday Tournament
Semifinals •
At Orlando, Fla.
Boyle Co 58, Titusville (Fla )42

Florida St. 80, Racers 76
FLORIDA ST.(7-5)
Simmons 4-5 2-4 10, Hale 1-8 5-6 7, Mott 0-3
0-00. Arrington 2-5 5-69. Baker 8-14 11-18
29. Crawford 5-12 2-2 14, Anderson 4-8 3-3
11 Totals. 24-55 28-39 80
MURRAY ST.(10-2)
Spencer 8-19 3-4 19, Murray 3-12 1-1 7, Virgil
3-9 2-2 8, Towns 4-9 2-2 12, Reese 8-15 9-14
29, Floyd 0-1 1-2 1, Cunningham 0-1 0-0 0.
Gay 0-2 0-0 0, Turner 0-2 0-0 0 Totals 26-70
18-2576
Halftime—Florida St. 31, Murray St. 25. 3Point goals—Florida St. 4-13 (Baker 2-4,
Crawford 2-5. Arrington 0-1. Hale 0-3), Murray
St. 6-17 (Reese 4-9, Towns 2-4, Turner 0-1,
Murray 0-3) Fouled out—Arnngton, Towns
Rebounds—Florida St. 28 (Hale, Baker,
Simmons 5), Murray St 50 (Spencer 10).
Assists—Florida St. 18 (Arrington, Crawford
6), Murray St. 11 (Towns, Spencer 3). Total
fouls—Flonda St. 17, Murray St. 23 A—NA.

IlRacers...
From Page 10A
regulation. Baker missed six of
eight free throws.
However, he atoned for the
misses by knocking down two free
throws with 2:40 left in overtime to
give Florida State the lead for
good.
Murray State edged to within
three points three times over the 40
seconds, but could not get any
closer.
Baker and Murray State's Aubrey Reese shared scoring honors
with 29 apiece. The Racers had a
huge advantage in rebounds, 50 to
28, including 22 off the offensive
boards, but they could not offset
the 10-point differential in free
throws.

Fr. Lopez Sunshine Classic
Consolation
Lou DeSales 47. Cocalico (Pa.) 46
Hardee's BP Classic
Final
Green Co 62. LaRue Co 56
Third place
Owen Co 56. Metcalfe Col. 48
Fifth place
Adair Co 54, Mayfield 35
Seventh place
Tnmble Co 56. Crittenden Co 47

MARK YOUNG/Ledger R. Times

Three local players were named to the all-tournament team at the Martin (Tenn.)
Lions Club
Christmas Tournament. They are (from left) Calloway County's Larry Stubblefield,
Murray's
Becky Greene and Calloway's Austin Wyatt, who was named the most valuable player
of the
boys' tournament. Calloway won the boys' title Wednesday by beating Carlisle County
60-48.
shall County Tuesday night before
hosting Murray Jan. 8.
"Winning three games down
here this week is outstanding, but
now we need to gear up and see
what we can do against Marshall,"
Greene said.

IlLady Lakers...
From Page 10A
Lassiter, who led Calloway with
25 points, split a pair of free throws
with 41 seconds left to cut the Lady
Marshal advantage to 54-50.
But time ran out on the Lady
Lakers, as Lencki drilled a 3pointer at the buzzer for the final
margin.
Sivills said big plays were the
key for Marshall County.
"Both teams were tired at the
end," he noted. "But you have to
give Marshall County credit -- they
made the plays at the end of the
game, and we didn't."
Lencki, who scored 17 points in
the game, opened the contest with a
3-pointer and the Lady Lakers led
13-10 after one quarter.
Marshall County bounced back
in the second period to outscore
Calloway 16-11. Gardner led the
way with five points in the quarter
as the Lady Marshals led 26-24 at
halftime.
Calloway topped Marshall 14-11
in the third period to take a 38-37
advantage.
Jena Thomas (8 points) and
Jenni Pigg (3) rounded out the Calloway scoring. The Lady Lakers
connected for 21 field goals, including a pair of 3-pointers by
Lencki. But they were just 9-of-18
from the free throw line.
Harper and Jessica Etheridge
followed Gardner with 11 points
each. The Lady Marshals hit 22
field goals, including three 3-point
baskets. Marshall County was 7-of-

According to Sivills. the Lads
Lakers have improved during the
three-day tournament, compiling a
2-1 record with wins over Massa.:
County and Reidland.
"We're shooting the ball a lot
better now," he said. "Our kids are
looking to score now. They
not
being as passive as they were before."
The Lady Lakers return to Drat.fenville Tuesday night for a

Marshall Co. 54
Lady Lakers 53
Calloway
13 24 38 -- 54
Marshall Co.
10 26 37 — 53
Calloway (53) -- Lassiter 25. Lencki
17, Thomas 8, Pigg 3. FG: 21 3-point
FG: 2 (Lencki). FT: 9-18. Rebounds:
NA Record: 7-4.
Marshall Co. (54) -- Gardner 20,
Etheridge 11, Harper 11, Morton 5,
Hall 3, Reeves 2, Stone 2. FG:
22. 3.
point FG: 3 (Etheridge, Gardner,
Morton). FT: 7-11. Rebounds: NA.
Record: 9-0.

11 from the foul line.
Despite the loss, Sivills was
pleased with his team's effort.
"Our coaching staff told rrre that
in the past the kids have been nervous when they faced Marshall
County or Murray," Sivills explained.
"What we did was challenge
them to step up and make some
plays We learned a lot from this
game. It will help us a lot when we
come back over here Tuesday
night."

out

Warehouse Tire will continue to
offer you the same dependable
service and exceptional quality you've
come to trust.

No further details were a‘ailable
at press time.
Murray returns to action Jan. 5
at Ballard Memorial and visits Calloway County Jan. 8 for a
girls/boys Fourth District doubleheader.

Western Kentucky
Bank Classic
Webster County 49, Murray 27
Murray's boys took their third
loss at the Western kentucky Bank
Classic at Hopkins Central High
School.

foctie 4:44

girls/boys Fourth District doubleheader. Action starts at 6 p.m.
' Semifinals
Calloway 52, Massac 35
Calloway County reached the
championship game of the Bank of
Marshall County Holiday Classic
by downing Reidland Tuesday and
defeating Massac County 52-35 in
a semifinal contest Wednesday
morning..
Lencki scored 18 points, including eight in the second quarter. to
lead the Lady Lakers.
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Local students earn Murray State fall degrees
A total of 678 students have
applied for degrees at the end of
the fall 1998 semester at Murray
State University.
Located in beautiful western
Kentucky, near Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes, Murray State University has a current enrollment
of 8,900 students.
It is consistently rated by U.S.
News and World Report America's Best as a leader among the
South's regional universities and
gained recognition as a "very competitive university" by Barron's Profiles of American Colleges.
These students were the first
to participate in a new tradition
begun at MSU this year. Lovett
Auditorium was the site of a commencement ceremony and residential college investiture honoring this group of mid-year graduates on Dec. 1 I.
Students from the fall 1998
class who have applied for degrees
include the following that are originally from Calloway County.
Those earning bachelor's are
Brian L. Addington, Salah M.
Almutairi, Michael V. Arnett, Jason
B. Barnett. Joey S. Bazzell, Alan
, , DBearmn ouglas A. Bell, Shan—.
non C. Brumbaugh, Lori W. Callihan. Seth N. Carson, Eric D.
Chavez, Holly D. Cherry, Lucas
L. Cherry. Vanessa Conner, Melis-

sa A. Cornwell, Abigail R. Coyer,
Debbra L. D'Angelo, Shelley N.
Farris, Sara G. Fitts, Andrew S.
Foley, Marquette D. Foster, James
V. Fulton, Mario R. Gomez, Veronica Goulko, Joann H. Green, Chad
Greer, William D. Gunning, Angela
R. Hardesty, Amy W. Houck, Beau
M. Jones, Nicholas P. Jones, Mark
C. Kindred, Myungno Ko, Scott
R. Krieb, Cara L. Nickell, Tyran

R. Peebles.
Those earning associate's are:
Corrine D. Foster. Jacob M. Hildebrant, Stephanie A. Holiand, Terry
W. McCallon, Rita K. Robinson.
Chanda R. Scott and Carol Sol-

A. Lokey, Robert A. Martin, Christy
L. Mattingly, Daimon M. McNew,
Kathryn K. Fox, Steve McDonald, Brent M. McDuffie, Heather
H. McDuffie, Danielle S. McElwain, William Je McKeel, John
D. McMillen, Dawn E. Mitchell,
Shelly R. Motley, Robert S. Nelson, Natalie E. Olsen, Noel la
Perkins, Debbie S. Pfannerstill,
Johnny M. Phillips, Shane K.
Rosentreter, Laura R. Shire!,
Thomas W. Shwab Jr., Taminara
Soesono, Andrea Szemeredy, Elizabeth D. Tucker, Shelly J. Weatherford. Christopher N. Weber,
Wendy D. Wilder, Sharon L. Wilson, Wendy W. Wilson, Rebecca
W. Wood, Sylvia K. Woody, James
D. Workman, Yourong Zou, Christopher K. Freels, Gregory L. Webb,
William H. Mulligan III, Elizabeth L. Harris, David M. Crider,
Robert Ja Cross, Dana R. Armstrong. Colette C. Jones and Robert

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Monday,
Jan. 4, 1999:
Make the most of opportunities to
build a partnership. One-to-one relating is highlighted. You will gain
through associations, both emotionally and financially. Express more
caring and thoughtfulness. Though
you could feel restricted by a domestic matter, you will clear up the
problem this year. Work will be demanding,however. If you are single,
romance may have many twists and
turns. You could be involved with
two loves, or one that runs hot and
cold. If attached, seek more solidity
within your relationship and opt for
greater commitment. LEO understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES March 21-April 19)
***** Don't hold back from expressing ideas. Listen to others,and
brainstorm.Your ingenuity emerges
from someone's creativity. Partners
are quick to give feedback. You get
what you want because ofyour natural dynamism and because ofothers'
good will. Tonight: A good time.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Capitalize on an opportunity
that could enhance your personal
and professional life. Others are very
positive about you. A boss lets you
know how much they value your
contribution. Use your instincts.
Return messages, gather information and feedback. Tonight: Home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Make contacts and maximize your potential. Others could be
unpredictable. Pull back and allow
understanding to dominate. You get
what you want because ofsomeone's
goodwill, but also as a result of your
perceptions. Don't hold yourselfback.
Tonight: Hang out.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You handle financial matters with unusual flair. Be sensitive
to a partner and his wishes. He could
be more extravagant than you. Find
out what is causing this discrepancy. Career and bosses make demands,but you can meet all ofthem.
You're energized! Tonight: Balance
your checkbook, and pay bills.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
***** You wake up ready to go.
Someone feels bad about a recent
interaction,demonstrating a change
in attitude and attempting to curry
your favor. Information is slow in
coming. Be creative and find out
why. Make calls, clear your desk.
5
P.0
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Tonight: Do what sounds like fun.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Much might be brewing. Make
more inquiries before coming to a
complete decision. Think before you
leap into action. Impulsive spending
could lead you down a path you
would prefer not to go. Use your
intuition, but do not risk. A partner
is security-oriented. Tonight:Take a
night off.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Get in touch with friends
and catch up on holiday news as well
as work. A child or loved one ha:.;
much to share with you. Be realistic
about limits. A partner pushes you
hard; they have different ideas than
you. Energy is high. Tonight: Do
what you want.
SCORPIO Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Maintain a high profile. Others respond well to you. A purchase
for your home adds to the quality of
your life. Examine long-term goals,
but realize that your path could test
your energy and endurance. You are
irritated by someone.Talk-don't hold
it in. Tonight: Work late.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You are bright-eyed. Temper your manner of expression as
you reach out for others.Sugar works
far better than vinegar. Do not sell
yourself short. Be direct with those
who might be doing a background
check. You are on the winning path.
Tonight: Watch a movie.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
**** Close relating takes you in
the right direction. There are times
when you wonder about a partner.
Discussions prove insightful. You
have the same goals and direction.
Teamwork is your long-term goal
after all. Stop and buy a card or
token gift for a loved one. Tonight:
Go for ogetherness.
AQUARIUS .Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Put your best foot forward.
Caring seizes the moment if you
open up. Take an overview, walk in
someone's shoes. Realize that communications could be stifled because
you don't want to hear the other
side. Open up and take a risk. Tonight: Indulge someone.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might not be in the mood
for work, but you get a lot accomplished with ease. Listen to and share
with someone. You could be overly
sensitive. The holidays may have
left you feeling tight, but you find a
way around it. Be willing to work
overtime. Tonight: Pitch in.
BORN TODAY
Actress Dyan Cannon 1937),former
football coach Don Shula (1930),actress Jane Wyman (1914)
* * *

bing Feng, Edwin L. Childers Jr.,
Richard K. Dowdy, Rebecca T.
Garvin, David T. Hart, Tara H.
Hendren, Duane A. Hoge, Nelson
G. Holzapfel, Mary C. Hovekamp,
Ryan T. Hurt, Jeri K. Kramer.

Shawn R. Lamb, Mary E. Lambert, Dana M. Brown-Manley,
Thomas P. McElrath, Ryan P Morrow, Jarrett K. Nantz, Paul A.
Newby, David E. Weatherly and
Ellen B. Crady.
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ualt..It's Cold...The emperature is "Dropping"
So here at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet & Toyota of Murray
Have Decided To "Drop" Our Prices As The Weather Changes.

ake A LOOK At This Weeks Specials
•
• On Our Pre-Owned Vehicles
BARGAIN BLIZZARD SPECIALS

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

mon.
Those earning master's are:
Adam H. Alexander, Carlton E.
Bumphis, Apichai Chetawatee, Victor L. Dade, Janet B. Dees, Kelli
L. Eastwood, Christine L. Fahl, Bin-

CARS

Stock #

Miles

Was

1995

Buick Century

#09072

34,xxx

$9,988

1996

Buick Century

#67548

38,xxx

$10,988

1996

Olds Cutlass Cierra

#77917

37,xxx

$10,988

1996

Olds Cutlass Cierra

#86158

37,xxx

$10,988

Stock #

Miles

Was

NOW

'8,500
'9,500
'9,700
'9,600

VANS
1993

Chevrolet Astro

#15938

79,xxx

$8,988

1994

Mercury Villager

#00236

79,xxx

$11,988

1994

Ford Explorer

#12943

xxx

$14,988

NOW
1400

'10,800
'13,800

TRUCKS
1994

Ford Ranger 4x4 X-Cab

1997

Ford F-150 X-Cab

Stock #

Miles

Was

.#07451

65,xxx

$12,988

#41949

25,xxx

$19,988

NOW

'11,900
$18,500

SUPER SPECIAL THIS WEEK
1989 Toyota Pickup, Auto., Air, A1111 FM/Cassette,Stock #57953

$2,85O

RUCK!

NICE
TRUCK!
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Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502) 753-2617
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David York
Sales

Gary Key
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Fax (502) 759-9918
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Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502) 753-4961
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NATIONAL YEAR IN REVIEW

Clinton: A scandal few wanted,no one could avoid

us

La Wilson

WASHINGTON (AP) — He
atoned on three continents and
delivered a speech viewed as so
inappropriate for the occasion that
one biographer rushed into print
a book subtitled "A Four-and-aHalf-Minute-Speech Reveals This
President's Entire Life."
She couldn't keep a secret or
a lawyer, and displayed terrible
judgment in selecting a girlfriend
with a tape recorder. She dared
to daydream that, he would one
day leave his missus.
Together they made the word
"cigar" a subject of smirks and
discussion about what to tell the
children.
He was Bill Clinton, the pres-

ident. And she, of course, was the
half-his-age, young-enough-to-behis-daughter Monica Lewinsky, a
White House intern whose lingerie
became the subject of official business.
"In the course,of flirting with
him, she raised her jacket in the
back and showed him the straps
of her thong underwear, which
extended above her 'pants," said
the "Referral to the United States
House of Representatives pursuant
to Title 28, United States Code,
595(c)," otherwise known as the
Starr report.
The first kiss followed, reported its author, prosecutor Kenneth
Starr.

In the course of the 98th year
of the 20th century, Americans
had themselves a scandal few wanted and no one could avoid.
It was ubiquitous-gate. It cost
the president his dignity and the
speaker of the House his job, then
brought down his would-be successor. It provided Clinton an epitaph, "I did not have sexual relations with that woman — Miss
Lewinsky."
It generated 50,000 pages of
testimony to a grand jury and 445
pages of conclusions from independent counsel Starr, who found
11 reasons to impeach the president.
Ms. Lewinsky had kissed and

told. In love, she could not keep from her than sex. He said he
a secret. Starr's lawyers counted did.
As scandals go, this one went
up 12 listeners: six friends, a former boyfriend, two therapists, her in weird directions. The first lady
mother, an aunt and the ever-atten- blamed it on a vast, right-wing
conspiracy. Her husband invoked
tive Linda Tripp.
Ms. Lewinsky told one of her a Hebrew psalm to say he was
friends that maybe. when the pres- sorry and summoned clergy to
ident's White House days were over, receive his regret. And Mrs. Tripp
she would become the second Mrs. told the American people: "I'm
Clinton. The girlfriend told Starr's you. I'm just like you. I'm an
grand jury. Starr told Congress. average American."
Congress told the world on the
The Supreme Court made a
Internet.
supreme miscalculation. The court
He called her "Sweetie" or said, 9-0, that Paula Jones could
"Baby." She called him "Hand- go forward with her lawsuit because
some." They held hands. And talked "if properly managed by the
Disdirty on the telephone. Once she trict Court, it appears to us highasked if he ever expected more ly unlikely to occupy any substantial

Clinton not only story in
America during past year
By DAVID FOSTER
Associated Press Writer
There were other stories this
year in America, you know. Think
of Texas floods and Florida fires.
Think of Wall Street's wild ride
and John Glenn's even wilder one.
Think of Viagra!
Think of anything but presidential sex, lies and videotape.
This 1998 retrospective certainly
won't dwell on that tawdry matter — even if it did lead to President Clinton's impeachment. We
in the media know you're sick of
it all, from the cigar to Starr, and
have been for months.
So you said in survey after survey. So you declared on Election
Day, according to the pundits. Yet
Congress was too fascinated to let
the subject drop, and so the rest
of us —journalists and readers alike
— were left to watch as the sorry
details emerged, holding our hands
over our eyes while peekjrig out
between our fingers.
To some extent, that's how
America dealt with all of 1998, a
year in which we grew more adept
at filtering reality to our liking. With
high-tech help from V-chips, Internet cookies and 100 cable channels, it was easier than ever to
create our own private takes on
the world.
Clinton led the way, inventing
a planet where telling the truth
differed from being "legally accurate," but we're done with that
subject — remember? — so let's
move on to another example: the
economy.
All year, Asia's slump threatened to drag the world into recession. Yet America diligently ignored
the bad news abroad to forge an
unlikely prosperity at home. Gas
was cheap. Mortgage rates were
low. Even the federal government
made money, posting its first budget surplus in 29 years. The stock
market, despite hair-raising fluctuations, rocked on.
Since selective myopia worked
on Wall Street, who could blame
us for trying it elsewhere?
Powerful new drugs yielded

another year of declining AIDS
deaths in America, a cause for
celebration if we ignored the 95
percent of AIDS sufferers worldwide who couldn't afford those
drugs. Gulf Coast residents could
be thankful that Hurricane Georges
was destructive but not particularly deadly, as long as they didn't look south, where Mitch killed
more than 9,000 people in Latin
America.
For most of the year, it was
almost possible to forget about
Saddam Hussein — until his game
of hide-and-seek with U.N. arms
inspectors pushed America into
war. In a few days, U.S. warships
and bombers launched more Tomahawk cruise missiles into Iraq
than were fired during the entire
Persian Gulf War.
While Hussein was clearly cast
as the villain, many stories of
1998 were neither purely good nor
evil, merely full of dueling ambiguities that dared us to find a personal perspective that made sense.
Trustbusting prosecutors stormed
Bill Gates' software fortress,
cheered on by Microsoft competitors with market-dominating dreams
of their own. Dr. Jack Kevorkian
continued his grim reaping and
faced first-degree murder charges
for what he called a mercy killing.
Republican leaders in Congress,
expecting Democrats to be dragged
down by you-know-who's problems with you-know-what. strolled
confidently into the November election. They staggered away in shock,
their majority thinned. Newt Gingrich quit his job as House speaker and was followed out the door
by his designated successor, Bob
Livingston, who was caught in a
sex scandal of his own.
While pundits Puzzled over those
turns, other news needed no expert
analysis. As anyone could see, it
was just plain bad.
The bizarre turned routine in a
bloody string of school shootings
in Jonesboro, Ark., Edinboro, Pa.,
and Springfield, Ore. Hundreds of
law officers combed the woods of
North Carolina for bombing sus-

Polar bear gives birth to
two cubs at Denver Zoo
DENVER (AP) — Ulu. a polar
bear at the Denver Zoo who gave
birth to two cubs and promptly
abandoned them four years ago.
might have changed her attitude
toward motherhood.
She has again given birth to
two cubs, but this time she seems
to. be mothering them, zoo officials said Tuesday.
Her cubs Klondike and Snow.
born in November 1994, survived
after zookeepers took up parenting tasks. The cubs, who weighed
less than I 1/2 pounds at birth
were bottle-fed every four hours
on a mixture of distilled water.
half and half, safflower oil and
vitamins.
They were first polar bears born
at the Denver Zoo since 1977 and
became local celebrities. Animal
lovers lined up to watch them
cavort in their quarters and bought
T-shirts and coffee mugs bearirn.
their names and pictures.
They now live at Sea World in

•

Orlando. Fla.
Dr. David Kenny, a zoo biologist who helped rear Klondike and
Snow. said the next few days will
reveal whether Ulu will abandon
her new cubs, who were born
Monday and are as yet unnamed.
"Mom can always do a better
job than us." Kenny said.
The zoo is watching closely
and has incubators ready in case
Ulu leaves the new cubs.

pect Erie Rudolph, and another
manhunt in Utah's canyonlands
sought a pair of cop-killing survivalists. Both searches came up
empty.
Hate wore many faces: A black
man was dragged to death in Texas.
A gay college student was beaten
and left to.die in Wyoming. An
abortion doctor was shot to death
through his kitchen window in
New York.
The Red Cross spent more in
1998 than in any previous year,
tending to a nation that seemed
to have enrolled in the Disaster
of the Month Club. While hurricanes and tropical storms were the
most destructive, other weird weather took its toll. A tornado wiped
Spencer, S.D., off the map. A halfmillion charred acres in Florida
and a deadly heat wave in Texas
left Gulf Coasters praying for rain,
which finally flooded in with a
vengeance.
And Frank Sinatra died.
With so much bad news, it was
tempting to shut the whole world
out, but that would have meant
missing some of the good tidings
of 1998:
Impotent men rejoiced as Viagra lifted their spirits. _IRS officials promised to be niCer. [(elk°,
the killer-whale star of"Free Willy,"
made his own real-life escape from
an Oregon aquarium to a sea pen
near Iceland. States won a $206
billion settlement from tobacco
companies for the cost of treating
sick smokers.
A duel of sluggers returned the
magic to baseball. Mark McGwire
won the good-natured race with
70 home runs to Sammy Sosa's
66 for the season, and both basked
in the glory of shattering the 61homer record set 37 years ago by
Roger Mans.
John Glenn took America on
another nostalgic ride, blasting into
orbit at age 77. By turning the
space shuttle Discovery into an
Elderhostel, Glenn helped make
space exploration exciting once
more.
He gave America a reason to
look ahead brightly, past the worrisome Y2K hump, toward a millennium when nations may work
in peace aboard a space station,
an era when the world may finally have forgotten a certain White
House intern (not that we're talking about her now, mind you).
"Zero-g and I feel fine," Glenn
said, again, floating about with a
grin as he demonstrated one of
the most satisfying ways to look
at 1998. Through his distant lens,
the world still was a place of
hope. a blue jewel in the cosmos
waiting for us to throw away the
filters and see its beauty, this time
with our eyes wide open.
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Around election time, the country seemed to reach a conclusion:
Clinton's behavior was shameful,
but times were good. Democrats
took five House seats from the
Republicans, and Newt Gingrich
walked the plank, to be followed
by Bob Livingston, his designated replacement, who owed up to
infidelities of his own.
This time, for Bill Clinton, what
the Moving Finger writ was a
stinging word: Impeachment.

Happy New Year
from
University Plaza
Starting Jan. 2nd at 9 a.m.
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EVER! '
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amount of petitioner's time."
As it turned out, the case occupied a substantial amount of petitioner Clinton's time. The country's,
too.
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WORLD YEAR IN REVIEW

Man met nature in 1998, with bad results
By CHARLES J. HANLEY
AP Special Correspondent
In the drowned villages of China
and Central America, along the
stormy coasts of California and
Peru, man met nature in 1998 and
came out a loser. It was, by one
reckoning, the costliest year on
record for weather disasters.
But when it came to man vs.
man in 1998, in the contest between
war and peace. right and wrong,
mankind sometimes. in small ways,
looked like a winner.
That was the look on Good
Friday in Belfast,' when a new
beginning was found for Northern
Ire.land. It was the look one midsummer midnight in Rome, when
weary negotiators put the last touches to a new global court for war
crimes. And it was the look after
an October all-nighter beside Chesapeake Bay, where Israeli and Palestinian nudged each other a few
more steps down the road to peace.
"There has been enough destruction, enough death, enough waste,"

Jordan's King Hussein said that
day. "... We are moving in the
right direction."
The right direction — in small
ways. in some places. But in many
others in 1998, there seemed no
limit to death and destruction.
One Friday in August, twin
bombs struck at soft spots in America's anti-terrorist armor, devastating U.S. embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania, killing 224 people.
Washington retaliated with cruise
missiles against suspected terrorist targets in Afghanistan and Sudan,
and posted a $5 million reward
for the alleged mastermind of the
embassy bombings. Saudi exile
Osama bin Laden.
Four months later. in December. the United States unleashed
its missiles again, this time in a
four-day air campaign against Saddam Hussein's Iraq.
In the Balkans. in the eighth
year of a bloody decade, it was
Kosovo's turn to bleed. Serbia
went on the attack against Alban-

ian separatist guerrillas in that Serbian province, filling the forests
and hillsides with cowering
refugees.
And in other sorrowful corners
of the world, from Algeria to Burundi to long-suffering Sri Lanka, the
strife of religion or "tribe" tilted
the balance once more, in 1998,
against peace.
Death came, too, from man's
failures in another arena, mastering his own technology. Ninetysix people were killed in the crash
of Germany's fastest train, and
229 perished in the looping, horrifying and unexplained plunge of
a Swissair jetliner into the chill
sea off Nova Scotia.
The Year of the Tiger was to
have been a year of "optimism
and energy." But the forecast that
mattered in 1998 came not from
the Chinese zodiac, but from the
weatherman.
From the year's first days,severe'
storms spawned by the El Nino
phenomenon raked the eastern

Pacific rim. In California, houses
slid down muddy hillsides and crops
were total losses.
Peru was hardest hit. Floods
and mudslides drove hundreds of
thousands of Peruvians from their
homes and washed away vast
swaths of farmland. "I'm waiting
for the earth to open up and swallow Peru. It's the only thing that
hasn't happened," said one farmer.
Nature then shifted its fury to
China.
Armies of sandbaggers could
not hold back the Yangtze and
other flooded rivers as they inflicted catastrophic damage through
the summer: More than 5.6 million houses were destroyed and
almost 64 million acres of land
swamped, an area the size of Colorado or Italy. More than 3,600
people were reported killed.
A deadlier event was still to
come, halfway around the world,
where a hurricane dubbed Mitch
meandered through the Caribbean
and finally settled over the Hon-
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duran coast, to sit and torment
the people of Central America with
an unimaginable scourge of rain
— up to 25 inches a day.
Swollen brown torrents flooded towns. Collapsing hillsides
engulfed villages. Bridges and
highways vanished, and national
economies dissolved in the muddy
runoff. More than 9,000 people'
died.
"In two days, we went backwards 50 years," lamented the
Honduran archbishop.
Even in Bangladesh, homeland
of misfortune, 1998 was extraordinary: Flooded rivers displaced
one-quarter of its 124 million people. In India, a cyclone and tidal
wave swept away up to 14,000
people, many of them destitute
salt workers who lived — and
died — beside the Arabian Sea.
Weather-related disasters in 1998
caused at least $89 billion in economic losses worldwide, the Washington-based Worldwatch Institute
estimated. It was the most, by far,
in two decades of recordkeeping.
While weather afflicted the masses, climate troubled their leaders.
Envoys from 160 nations, aware.
of projections that 1998 would be
the planet's warmest year on record,
met in Argentina and took further
small steps toward carrying out a
year-old accord to combat global
warming.
In other meetings in other conference halls, some of the century's "intractable" problems grudgingly gave ground.
A negotiating marathon in
Belfast produced "a bloody miracle," in one participant's words, a
deal to end decades of violence
by giving the Irish Republic a
voice in governing Northern Ireland. In Maryland, the bay-side
Middle East talks, brokered by President Clinton, led to new Israeli
withdrawals from Palestinian land.
But U.S. efforts elsewhere
proved less satisfying.
American brinkmanship did
pressure Serbia into pulling back
troops from Kosovo, and twice
forced Iraq to back off in confrontations over U.N. weapons
inspections.
But in a third Iraq showdown,
in mid-December as Clinton himself stood on the brink of impeachment, the U.S. commander-in-chief
took the next step and sent cruise
missiles and warplanes against Iraqi
targets, damaging Iraq's advancedweapons program and inflicting
untold casualties.
For all the diplomatic and military might deployed, both challenges - in Iraq and Kosovo

looked sure to flare anew in 1999.
The world confronted a nuclear
challenge as well in 1998. First
India, then Pakistan exploded test
bombi at secret desert sites, defying the U.S.-led nonproliferation
regime.
In other ways, however, 1998
was a year for cooperation — for
building, brick by brick, structures
for the next century.
In the U.S. Senate and elsewhere,
NATO parliaments began giving
final approval to opening the
alliance to Eastern Europe in 1999.
The European Union cleared the
way for its new continental currency, the euro, in the new year.
And global powers teamed up,
through billions in new loans, to
contain an economic crisis that
had impoverished millions, almost
overnight, in East Asia and Russia.
In Rome, the newly negotiated
war crimes court was born with
a defect: The United States, wary
of putting its soldiers under the
court's jurisdiction, refused,to sign
on. Kofi Annan, U.N. secretary-general, hailed it nonetheless as a "giant
step forward."
For the human rights movement, the year was topped off
with the unexpected. A Spanish warrant alleging genocide and terrorism snared the aged ex-dictator of
Chile, Gen. Augusto Pinochet, as
he visited London. Depending on
its outcome, the case could turn
this century's "untouchables" into
wanted men in the next.
More of those untouchables fell
in 1998, including one of the most
durable authoritarians, Indonesia's
President Suharto, who stepped
down under the relentless pressure
of economic collapse and bloody
rioting.
"We don't know if this means
democracy or freedom, but it means
change," said one happy Indonesian. "And change is good."
The right direction — in small
ways, in some places. Even, at
times, in the age-old contest of
man and nature.
a 'Some such steps were quiet —
when scientists, for example, finally unlocked the genetic secrets of
tuberculosis, one of the great human
killers.
And some were noisier — like
the blastoff of the first pieces of
the International Space Station, a
16-nation research platform that
should help define the coming age,
and from whose lofty perch, vintage 1998, man may someday look
down and reflect: That had to be
a winning year.

Reward offered
in shooting death
RENO, Nev. (AP) — Bobbi
Royle has seen a lot of animals
in trouble but nothing prepared
her for the sight of more than
two dozen wild horses shot dead
at close range.
"We only saw two horses at
first," said Royle, of the horse
adoption group, Wild Horse Spirit. "Then, oh my God, we saw
another one. And then a fourth
and a fifth. It was horrible."
By Tuesday night, the death
toll had grown to 31 — the biggest
single shooting of wild horses in
Nevada since as many as 600 were
killed during a two-year period in
the mid-1980s.
A $20,000 reward was offered
for any information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the killers
who apparently used the horses
for target practice several miles
east of Reno.
"This kind of stuff is just sick
and absolutely senseless," said Paul
Iverson, administrator of the Nevada Division of Agriculture. "Some
of them were shot and left to suffer for a long period of time."
Several young colts and pregnant mares were among the victims, including "one little filly still
alive, probably just eight or nine

months old," Royle said.
"She was shot in the back and
paralyzed," Royle said. "She could
only move her front a little, her
head. She had to be put down."
Twenty-five of the horses were
found in and around a valley
known as Devil's Flat on Sunday .
and Monday. Six additional horses were discovered during a helicopter search on Tuesday. Of those
six, two still were barely alive
and had to be destroyed..
Some of the horses were maimed
and at least one was tortured with
sprays to the head from a fire'
extinguisher after being shot, sheriff's Sgt. Bob Towery said.
"There's no rationale for it,",
Towery said.
The horses were not technically considered wild horses as defined
by the federal Wild Horse and
Burro Act because they 'did not
descend from horses living on public land at the time the act was
passed in 1969.
Investigators do not believe the
killings are related to long-standing tensions between ranchers and
managers of wild horses over limited desert food, said John Tyson,
a Storey County range management officer.
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Hollywood earns record year at box office
LOS ANGELES (AP)
doomed ship, space rocks, combat and comedy combined to propel Hollywood to a record year
at the box office, pulling in nearly $7 billion in North America
alone.
The industry reaped the benefits of "Titanic," which was actually released in late 1997 but
racked up $488 million in 1998.
That pushed the movie's total to
a record $600 million in North
America.
So popular was the sinking ship
epic that it was still collecting
hundreds of thousands of dollars

NEW YORK (AP) — Barbie's
latest accessory is turning girls
from fashion mannequins to fashion photographers.
The beloved doll's software line
is no longer just a venue for hobby
kits to make plastic jewelry or
fingernail decorating appliques.
Now, it also has taken to teaching photography and image editing with "Barbie Photo Designer
Digital Camera and CD-ROM."
It's a mouthful of a title, but
appropriate because it includes a
digital camera along with the computer .program, at a price not far
above the norm for programs alone.
The camera has a pink and yellow floral design around the lens
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and is fully functional, opening
doors to the modern world of filmless, computer-assisted photography
to a new generation of shutter
bugs.
And it's not just about routine
snapshots. "Barbie Photo Designer Digital Camera and CD-ROM"
(Mattel Media, Windows 95,
$69.99) lets kids insert pictures of
themselves into photos of Barbie,
joining the blonde beauty in her
sports car or taking a ride on her
pony.
Images can be edited, blown
up, cropped and touched up with
various photo effects, like sparkles.
They can also be dressed up with
a slew of cutesy-pie decorations

Transylvania students
cast in Shakespeare play
Transylvania University senior
Tracy Pervine and sophomore Susan
Richter have been cast in Transylvania's production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream," by Shake-speare.
Pervine, a graduate of Murray
High School, will play the role
of Helena, while Richter, a Calloway County High School graduate, will play Hippolyta, Queen
of Amazons.
The play runs Feb. 18-20, and
Feb. 25-27, at 7:30 p.m., and Feb.
21, at 2 p.m. All of the performances
will be in the new Lucille C. Little Theater. General admission is
$6.
"This rollicking comedy is a
tale of passionately ambiguous love.

See
Ronnie
Melvin

inefficient fairies, and omniscient
royalty, featuring a performance
of "Pyramus and Thisby" that is
so bad it's delightful," said Tim
Soulis, associate professor of drama
and director of the production.
Pervine, a double major in drama
and sociology, has previously
appeared in Transylvania's production of "The Oresteia," "Death
of a Salesman," "Fiddler on the
Roof— and "The Cherry Orchard."
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Pervine of Murray.
Richter, a business administration major, has previously appeared
in Transylvania's Directing Class
Scenes. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Richter of Murray.

and stored in personalized digital
scrapbooks girls can password-protect to keep out the prying eyes
of little brothers and sisters.
Plain photos or photographic creations can be printed out in a
variety of formats, including regular sheet paper, reduced down to
postcard or greeting cards sizes
and even shrunk down to make
stickers about the size of a quarter.
Another fun feature is the digital flip book, which allows girls
to string together series of pictures taken back-to-back — up to
three dozen individual photos— and

ney had more than $1 billion each
in domestic grosses, while 20th
Century Fox topped $730 million
and Sony and Warner Bros. each
neared $700 million.
Universal, however, had a string
of flops that led to a management
shakeup. The Seagrams-owned studio took in only $330 million —
"We have to continually buck about a 5 percent market share.
the tide of increasing costs," said
Only one movie passed $200
Rob Friedman, vice chairman of million — "Armageddon" with
the Paramount Motion Picture $202 million — though "Saving
Group.
Private Ryan" came close with more
than $190 million.
Still, studio officials are encourInstead, the spoils were spread
aged by the year-end numbers.
around to a greater extent than in
In 1998, Paramount and Dis- the past.
Other movies joining the $100
million-plus club were "There's
Something About Mary" ($173.7
million), "Doctor Dolittle" ($144.1
million), "The Waterboy" ($140.9
play them back one by one in
sequence to create homemade ani- million through Dec. 20), "Deep
Impact" ($140.5 million), "Godzilmations.
All the digital photos can be
e-mailed or added to Internet Web
pages, too, allowing girls to share
their creations with far-flung friends
and relatives. The camera works
outside or indoors without a flash,
"The Majestic Icon,' an exhiband comes with a self-timer and
a tripod mount so kids can even it of works by Paducah artist Paula
set it up to take photos of them- Danby will be the featured exhibselves, or group photos including it at the Mayfield/Graves County
Art Guild Gallery, 120 N. Eighth
the whole family.
They can take unlimited pho- St. in Mayfield through Jan. 30.
tos with the camera attached to
Danby has been painting for
the cdmputer.
18 years, studying first at Paducah Community College, and then
going on to Murray State University,
where she studied under Bob Head
Call the circulation
of the art faculty.
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She has won Juror's Awards in
the last two Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild's juried art shows
and has shown her work at the
Curris Center Gallery in Murray,
the Yeiser Art Center, Gallery 600,
and Working Artists, all in Paducah. On display is a collection of

12 triptychs and diptychs, crafted
in oils, acrylics, or mixed media,
combining Danby's visions of her
religious upbringing into a thematic setting.
When asked to comment on her
work. Danby said, "The paintings
in the exhibit stem from a lasting:
residue of a Catholic upbringing.:
and as all this began to slowly.:
filter out, the icon series was born:
:
:
"My paintings are very pet.:
sonal; the imagery I use means:
something only to me. I incorporate self-portraiture into most of
my work, and I like to experiment with different textures and colors."
There will be a reception honoring Danby Jan. 17 from 2 to 4
p.m. The public is invited to attend.

207 S. 7th St. • Murray
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la" ($136 million), "Rush Hour"
($133 million), "Lethal Weapon 4"
($129.7 million), "The Truman
Show" ($125.6 million) and
"Mulan" ($120.6 million).
"A Bug's Life" had $96.3 million going into the weekend, with
plenty of juice left in its release.
A wide range of genres scored
at the box office. While "Armageddon" and "Godzilla" did well by
offering
traditional
summer
escapism, "Ryan" attracted a large
audience with an unflinching look
at war.
And three of the Top 5 movies
made people laugh: "Mary,""Dolittle" and "The Waterboy."
"The big story coming out of
this year was that comedies did
really well," said "Dolittle" producer John Davis. "You had a lot
of big-grossing family kind of pictures that appealed to a little older
family audience."

Work ofPaducah artist to
be featured in Mayfield
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The boom in movie grosses,
however, is being offset by increasing costs. The average movie cost
$53.4 million to make plus $22.2
million to sell in 1997, and the
numbers likely were higher in
1998.

Latest Barbie accessory spawns new photographers
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t week at the box office even as in the excellent theater,' said Disthe video version was being ney distribution head Phil Barlow.
"I believe the movies are considreleased.
Studios also benefited from a erably better, but the theaters are
wide range of successful — though tremendously better."
That $7 billion North Amerinot record-shattering — movies,
including 11 that grossed more can total was an increase of more
than $100 million and a 12th, "A than 9 percent over last year.
Bug's Life," that was likely to hit
Attendance also jumped more
that milestone this weekend.
than 5 percent, to 1.46 billion tickAnd movie executives cited ets sold, according to Exhibitor
changes in exhibition, particularly Relations Co. Inc.
the increasing number of megaplexSince 1988, domestic receipts
es that offer dozens of screens, have surged 56 percent, while the
cleaner lobbies and more com- average ticket price has gone up
fortable seats.
just 16 percent. Attendance has
"Finally, the excellent motion increased 35 percent, while the
picture has the opportunity to play population has risen about 11 per-
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Writer offers clothing tips to anglers
One of the most difficult problems the winter anglers face is how
to keep their hands and feet warm - or at least comfortable.
First, wear only insulated boots.
gloves, coats or coveralls and a
hood, cap or facemask.
Under shirts and shirts can be
cotton or wool, and jeans are
enough if you wear coveralls.
Now, before you leave the vehicle. coat your hands and feet liberally with vaseline so you can form
a seal between our skin and any
possible water contact.
It's like oil on a duck -- any water on your hands, such as baiting
minnow, will not actually touch
your skin. It can be shaken off or
touched with a rag or towel.
There are so many different
types of outdoor wear. You can talk
to someone if you really need advice on a purchase.
There are hand warmers and
boot warmers, but I think your best
investment would be a propane
heater that fits in your boat.
They are made in different sizes,
and some even have a tilt position
to the screen, which can be used to
cook on.
Put the tank in a square box or
container so it will not turn over.
And don't have it burning when
you ,run your boat from place to
place.
You can fish several hours on a
tank of propane, so check it out.
But don't get frostbite.

FISHING LINE
Jerry Maupin
Ledger Outdoor Columnist
The last freezing rain and cold
snap hit us and really changed the
lake temperature by 11 degrees
(downward).
It's now at 39 degrees, but a few
days of sunshine will push it back
up into the low 40s.
This is the ideal temperature for
sauger to move around and feed in.
Plus, you may find a few walleye in

These species are connected to
the food chain by the shad that are
eating the algae along the shorelines and the bottom of the flats.
They move slower than the other
shad and are perfect food for the
even slower moving walleye and
sauger who frequent the same waters and depths.
There are many different colors
of jig heads that will work, but not
all on the same day.
Kentucky Lake.
Kathy Hurt was the first person
There is usually a couple of colto land a walleye that I know about. ors that show up better at the fish's
She and her husband, Harold, were depth -- and they can see them.
You should have the basic red,
with me on one of our outings, and
green, chartreuse, pink, white, orthe walleye struck a crankbait.
I ran some pictures of it so we ange and blue colors -- with a few
have proof.
grub bodies of the same colors as
I was hoping that there might be an added attraction.
It seems to work best if you
more of them moving into the lake
and raising the population with a cross colors. And then, by all
means, tip the hook with a minnow.
few good spawnings.
You may have to experiment
These sauger and walleye will
eat any species of small fish that some, but the difference in colors
crosses their path, but they live will be dictated by the water clarmainly on the vegetarian gizzard ity, the depth and the skies.
It can change in a moment, withshad.

out notice. So be prepared to
change your colors or depth accordingly.
We have caught sauger along
the edge of a flat, running into a
much needed current at 20 feet.
And, suddenly they quit.
I depend on a bottom line locator to do my "looking" with. We
found that the fish had moved out
and down to a depth of 52 feet.
I positioned my boat over the
area, let down a baited jig and
whammo! I got a very hard strike
as soon as I lifted the rig off the
bottom!

Tyler Lynch, 11, poses for the camera after bagging his first
deer. Looking on is his cousin and hunting partner, Jared
Lynch, Caina and his sister, Amanda.

We continued to catch until we
limited out. They were really nice
sauger.
It may be tough for a few days.
But with any additional rainfall
throughout this region, the water
elevation may change again.
At least we should have a good
current. That's what we really want
-- in order to move the sauger into
feeding.
I would like to thank all of the
staff at the Ledger & Times for
their help and patience in getting
this outdoor information to you this
past year.
I offer a special thanks to Amy
Wilson and Scott Nanney. Let's all
have a' safe holiday and be ready
for the new year.
Happy Fishing!

(From left) Larry Williams (vice president), Ken Bucy (president) and Jim Brazil were elected 1999 officers for the Murray
Bass Club. Treasurer Gary Washer is not pictured.

Dad,son embark on family hunting trip

Tina Adams took this 19 inch,11-r oint buck with a four inch
drop line on the opening day of gun season.
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from the kitchen, sipping fresh
perked coffee so hot that he had
to pour it into his saucer to cool.
He was outside waiting, tugging at a leash that held two small
beagles in check with one hand,
and holding an old 20 gauge double barrel in the other. We loaded
up and rattled back down the
frozen lane headed for the river
bottom.
At Olive, we turned left at the
store and dropped down toward
the Clarks River which we crossed
on a rickety iron bridge. Beyond
the bridge, we pulled into an old
lane that had once been the driveway for some long-gone inhabitant of the bottom land.
It always fascinated me that
both men knew the names of the
folk who had lived in these now
abandoned home sites, which
offered little evidence of existence

• Carlisle
• Monarch
• Lee

Richard Warkentin
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It was no surprise that we didn't jump a rabbit that day. We
were accustomed to long days
without seeing game in the time
before deer, but this made the
days when we found a rabbit or
two all the more special.
Dad and Granddad remembered
when rabbits were not hard to
other than a few stones or wild
find, and even told tales of longrose bushes.
legged swamp rabbits that were
At the drop of the tailgate, the
rumored to inhabit the river botbeagles hit the ground and went toms.
about their business with the seriI would have surely given up
ousness of the clergy.
at an early age were it
hunting
Dad and I pulled on our matchtwo men and others
these
not for
ing brown canvas hunting outfits.
who loved the sport
them
like
Mine was too new to have the
enough to persevere, spending long
cuffs of the pants frayed by briers
days in the field without seeing,
- the badge of the experienced
much less shooting a rabbit.
hunter. Granddad wore blue denim
They already knew what I was
overalls with a denim jumper. I
don't believe I ever saw him in to learn - that hunting and fishing transcends the taking of game,
anything but overalls.
The dogs hurried about, work- and is more about cold,frosty morning through the brier thickets and ings and yapping beagles. It is
fence rows as we made our way about times past - circumstances
down the lane toward Beaverdam that caused homesteads to be abanSlough, a channel that the river doned and people to develop a
taste for turnips.
had abandoned long ago.
I recently read a James DobThere was an occasional bark
here and there and sometimes a son article in which a
man asked
short cadence as the pups tried to what kind of things he
should do
"cold-trail;' long departed rabbits, with his son to build a
strong
day.
that
showed
but no cottontail
relationship.
Dobson
replied
that
his
Along the way we crossed a father
had
taken
him
hunting
and
rather large turnip patch. Dad and
fishing, and observed that it was
Granddad each pulled a fat, purhard to ever dislike a person who
ple turnip which they peeled like
takes
the time to include a young
an apple with their pocket knives,
person
in such pursuits. I couldit
made
They
and ate in chunks.
n't
agree
more.
look so good that I had to give
Although
I didn't understand at
it a try.
the
time,
there
was a lot to learn
through
I suppose one must live
a depression to acquire a taste for about life, family, the world and
raw turnip, or any turnip for that myself by hunting rabbits that were
matter. I abandoned the bulk of not there.
See you in the field.
mine for the wild critters to gnaw

gn The 3ield
ey Kenny Darnell
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Carpentry Company
Kevin Penner

It was one of those mornings
like we saw last week - bitter
cold with a frost so thick, were
it not for mile-high blue skies you
would swear it was snow.
Dad had to roll his old truck
down the hill to get it started.
Once he had choked and cajoled
the cantankerous contraption until
it would run without constant attention, we loaded the three beagles
into our custom-made dog box.
In those days, a dog box in
the back of the truck was a sign
to the rest of the world that the
owner thereof was a hunter - a
serious hunter.
That's why Dad and I had spent
several weekends before hunting
season building the box from
scratch. It was designed especially to fit the narrow bed of the
little truck, the roof curving in
just the right arc from one bed
rail to the other.
We made a swing through
Hardin, up the old gravel road
past the water tower to my grandfather's house at lane's end. He
was waiting impatiently, having
been up long before first light. I
can imagine he watched the dawn

435-4012
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: 641 Super Shell :
Whore "Service is Our Burliness"
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*Arms
*Ammunition
*Bait & Tackle

•
•
•

BHB Firearms
Sporting Goods

is

*Archery
*Hunting Clothing
•Binoculars

*Scopes

Authorized Benelli Dealer
Glock & Smith Wesson Stocking Dealer

*Knives

"Locally Owned and Farniy Owned'
519 IL 12th St.. Murray • 753-1342

PERFEcT1ON

Large Selection of Guns,
Hunting Supplies & Clothes In Stock

Sporting Goods

+ South
Your U-Haul Headquarters
753-9131 •
++++++•••++++++++++++++••••••••++++++

lOCK

9a m

-6p m Mon -Fr, .-

9a

m -5 p m. Sat.. I p.m -5 p m Sun (Seasonal Hours)

Dixieland Ctr.(Chestnut St.)• Murray, KY •767-9744

Eyecare Specialties
CARPE 111 FL OR COVERIN

1)r. Krria M.

•

Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet1 Without proper installation, all
your floor coyenng will not look as beautiful and certainly will not last as long

Experienced & Proven Effective

We sell all 1st quality carpet, vinyl, fib and hardwood.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
Jirn Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Hwy 641

1 I /2 Miles South

Right 1500 yards

Murray

30 Yrs. Expafianca
Tom

753-7728
of Murray to Tom Taylor Road

Tey$OI

•
Kr$011
14i174 IC

Addlali

308 S. 12th St., Murray, 42071 • 759-2500

FrIelima Green
Licensed Federal
Fann Labor
Contractor
Fara" Owied
k Operated

For more information or appointment

Full Service Primary Eyecare
Provider Including:

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
*Glaucoma Detection/Treatment •"Pink Eye" Treatment
'Diabetic Eye Disease Diagnosis 'Cataract Evaluation
Refractive Laser Correction Conatkatian
*Foreign Body Removal
Hove your eyes checked today so you wlll see tomorrow.

MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

( I \ss11.11.I) ‘11 U xl I
i)..14.,‘ NA.

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch, 607c Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Ad I Ad. Mia.11 4101

Ad Deadlines

6 Day /Wiwi

Publish

.Fri. 11 a.m.
Frt. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 pen.
Wad. 3 p rn.
Thurs 3 p rn

veocin•atiaby

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2 25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Deadline Day & Tim(

Monday
Tuaatla y
Thureday
Friday
Saturday

Line Ads 2.6 (11) mann= IP day 64 pn word pet day lot each addluonal ono oh re day
$2 00 eau. Ix
limes Clasuheds • onto
• • Gods)52 00 extra for blind boa ads

MI: 'AM
lnaninplanielbta,
•••-•-•••••-•-

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

his first
r, Jared

165 Antique .
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

ADJUSTMENTS

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

060

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever

For free
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

cy (presile Murray

'free local claim service"
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177.

Pip
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long days
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ot hard to
les of longthat were
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CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.

FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Alma Heights. Formerly
Thweatt's Service Station.
There's games for all ages
including pool. There's
even snacks.
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday. We even book
parties.

NOW OPEN
Skinsations

Electrolysis & Skincare
Leigh Knight, CE
.Free Consultation
*Specializing In Electrolysis,
Thermolysis & Blend
Located in Walnut Plaza
104 N.5th St, •Suite 203
753-5900
OPENING soon: Judy's
Ceramics. Rte. 299 &
030
Washer Rd. Phone 489Financial
6176. Register now for
classes. Cleaning, paint$$$ FOR A VARIETY- Of
ing, etc.
ong-term income streams.
J.G.Wentworth 888-2315375.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 W. Main St. Murray extends their thanks &
appreciation to the people of Murray & the surrounding area, for their patronage during the
last 50 years. Mr. James(Jim) Smothers has
passed away, however Calloway Monument
will continue to be family owned & operated.
Call on Jerry Adams and Jennifer
"Smothers" Spencer for your memorial needs.
Custom designing & individual craftsmanship
continue to be our "Speciality"
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun By Appt.
753-1962
27-Trz(p-rdratinreitntz,..
'.7-!)21P-frogifarrJralz.

given up
;e were it
and others
the sport
:riding long
)ut seeing,
-abbit.

"STOP"

BILL PROBLEMS? - 800408-0044 ext. 1027 9am9pm, 7 days. Debt consolidation
loans/programs
available. Bad credit OK.
No advance fees! Free
consultation. Non-profit.
Lower
payments.
AmeriDebt.
NO DOWN PAYMENT?
Problem credit? Own the
home you need now, without a big down payment.
Complete financing
if
qualified. DeGeorge Home
Alliance 800-343-2884.
04°
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and fishg of game.
rosty morngles. It is
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Pa Higher Prices
Vehicle?
y
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HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
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Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

j.

r_____Ne
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BURIAL INSURANCE

ERFECT1ON

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
It you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for pre
ferred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW

LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES

;(,wl Hours)
age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

MALE

FEMALE

$9.64
$12 24
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$1248
$14 76
$2200
$3064

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

I. Adams

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
onsuitatior

Local 753-4198
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4100

)rrow.

,PWAWRIP•Ao
5104.111
,
......11,,

HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243.
LP Gas Refill Special
Thru January. 20Ib cylinder $5.95, 100lb cylinder
$27.95 with ad. B&B Brokers, 701 S 12th. 753-4389.
STARTING January 9th
Lottie Futrell will be working Saturday's at Leta's
Salon. Call for an appointment, 753-8282.
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
wax jobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town.
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed!
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262

.,....
.....„•,..„,..,.,„._,..,.„I
, ,., ..,

PERSON needed to share
utilities and pay half rent.
$125/mo. 759-3768.
050
LAW and Found
(2) St. Bernard's missing
rom Cherry Corner area.
Male & female, 9 mo.
wearing
name
tags.
Please Help! Call 7591824, 753-1813 or 7679435. Reward.
LOST: Lab/Terrier mix,
curly black hair w/white
chin & chest. 651b. Answers to Bear. 753-2996
or 759-2251
WILL the person who
found my purse Christmas
Eve, please return my
cards and especially my
hearing aid Send to PO
Box 183',
060
*Op Wantkd
_
BE YOUR OWN BOSSSet your own working
hours. Get paid what
you're worth. If you like
people and are sales oriented, take a look at this.
We offer: training, benefits,
no cold calls, high commissions. Call Bob Taylor,
888-340-3242,
Monday
thru Friday for personal interview.
BECOME A CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANT
Looking for meaningful
employment that allows
you the opportunity to really make a difference? Britthaven of Benton is offering a nurse assistant
class Class begins soon.
Britthaven offers •Paid
Training
•Employment
once certified •Kentucky
Certification
Apply in
PERSON at Britthaven of
Benton. Hwy 641 S. Benton, KY Drug Free Work
Place EOEJAAE

ATTENTION:
TRUCK
DRIVERS! No experience
needed- C.D.L. training
provided! Earn $678 a
week. No employment
contract! We need Kentucky trainees and experienced teams or singles
now! 800-616-5055.

DRIVER, OTR- Celadon
Trucking. New pay package, teams- 44c, solos
320. Includes bonuses,
safety and longevity bonuses, 80% drop & hook,
no touch freight, assigned
conventional freightliners,
miles, miles, miles, excelAVON PRODUCTS- Start lent benefits in 30 days.
your own business. Work Celadon Trucking Servflexible hours. Enjoy unlim- ices, Inc. 800-729-9770.
ited earnings. Call toll free DRIVER- Up to $700 a
888-942-4053.
week orientation pay. Up
CHOICEPOINT,
INC.- to 35¢ a mile to start!
hometime. AsNeeds experienced inde- Great
pendent contractors to signed, all conventional
check various court re- fleet. Lease purchase opcords in the state of Ken- tions. Boyd Bros. 800-543tucky. Please call or write: 8923. EOE.
Records Manager, 2885 DRIVERS - Over The
Breckinridge Blvd., Ste. Road, 35 states. Flat with
200, Duluth, Georgia sides, late model conven30096, Phone 800-456- tionals. 3 years experi6003, ext. 4023, 4024, or ence. Start .300-.33c a
4025.
mile + benefits. Call 800CONSTRUCTION tempo- 444-6648. $1,250 Sign-On
rary, full-time. Both experi- Bonus.
enced and inexpenenced DRIVERS, Averitt Excommercial flat roofers press, straight pay, no
and laborers, required to gimmicks! Start up to 32c
start immediately. Entry a mile, top at 354: in as litlevel starts at $8.00 per tle as 24 months. Terrific
hour. Experienced wage is family benefits. Home
negotiable.
1-800-876- weekly! 888-WORK-4-US,
6340. (refer to ad KY).
Equal Opportunity EmployDRIVER
CONVENANT er.
TRANSPORT$1,000
sign-on bonus for Exp. DRIVERS, OTR- K&K
Company drivers 800-441- Trucking Company Incor4394, owner operators, porated offers 30-45K
call 888-667-3729, Bud gross per year. Excellent
Meyer Truck Lines Refri- equipment & home time,
gerated Hauling, call toll dedicated lanes, health
free 877-283-6393. Solo care and more. Call 800489-1082 for interview.
drivers & contractors.
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK,OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career",Do you want to earn $50K+ per year?
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications, I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer
Murray Memorial Gardena
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call for directions if needed. No resume please.
I hire people, not paper. E.O.E.

Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
Mobile Home • Business • Bonds
Call Us For A Free Quote

&KINNEY INSURANCESERVICES
104 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-3500
McKinney,
CIC, LUTCF D.
Tracy
Ashley J. Ross
Large enough to handle your insurance
needs, small enough to care.

Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair. Upgrade, 7/mining & Installation

502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

103 S. 3rd St. • Downtown Murray

4 Everyday"
Flom Furnishing* at "
Discount Prico•
Nortesier • Stanley • Hooker • Kimball • Universal
• Broyhill • Pitlaskt • Beeville • Bassett • Kesler

Shop

(tlocat{psaK9

'C'onte See What You've Been Mut';

DRIVERS, NEW
PAY
PACKAGE- Home every
weekend. Company dnvers. Start .320 a mile (Includes .03c bonus). Free
insurance. Excellent benefits Owner operators, .82e
a mile (Includes .02c bonus). Paid fuel taxes and
tolls. Insurances available.
EPES Transport, 800-948E766.

CLEANING houses i5 lily
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.

DRIVERS, OTRFor
mainly midwest, southeast, south. No New York
City. Home often, no unloading, paid weekly all
miles, 2 years OTR with
Hazmat. Call 800-8968118, Omaha, NE.

Business
Opportunity

DRIVERS- Flatbed drivers,
hiring experienced and inexperienced. OTR and regional positions! Good
pay, benefits, assigned
equipment, plenty of miles,
train your spouse free!
800-366-0250. (eoe-m/f)
FREE TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING- With no contracts or paybacks, no
pressure, honest answers.
Call 800-865-7284.
HIRING for daytime Sandwich Makers and nighttime
closers. Must be able to
work weekends. Ask to
speak to manager between 2 & 4pm. Wendy's
on Chestnut St.
LPN Position available.
Apply in person, Britthaven
of Benton, Hwy 641 South,
Benton, KY (across from
Wal-Mart). E0E/AAE.
OTR DRIVERS- Needed
immediately for expanded
dry-van & refrigerated
fleet. start at 30c a mile,
with 3 years experience
CDL-1 with hazmat re ,
quired. Excellent benefits
Call JR Schugel Trucking,
800-359-0101
OWNER, OPERATORSRun southeast region or
midwest. Home
most
weekends. Steady refrigerated runs, top earnings,
low cost complete insurance, late model trucks.
Sunco Garners, Inc. The
all owner-operator company. 800-446-2864. Don.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring Assistant Manager.
We offer competitive pay,
comprehensive
health
benefits, along with a fine
working environment. Apply in person at: 926 S
12th St, Murray.
THE Amerihost Inn has
positions open for a fulltime maintenance worker
and house keeping. Applications can be picked up
at the Amenhost Inn, 1210
N 12th Street. Murray. No
phone calls please EOE.
TRUCK DRIVERS NEEDED- 160 lobs open now
No cost CDL training available if qualified. Earn
$500-800 or more. Home
most weekends Call.
800-482-4268
070

Dome*&
Oliikkam

15 Years of'
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references
if needed.
A.

•

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

070
DOMeldir A
Childcare

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

•
,,

090
Poson
Wanted
WORKER with high mo
rals, multi skills desires a
position 527-7803.
100

,

Card of Thanks
In Memory of

Robert Towery
Who would have been 90 Dec. 31st, 1998.
Daddy we miss you so much, but to want
you to come back with us would be selfish. We know you are happy and not suffering now. You were a good man and a
good father to us. We love you and will
miss you always.
Your Children
Carolyn, James, Richard
and families

SMOKERS wanted
1-888-308-0242

Coupons
MOM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552.

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

753-1916
ADVERTISING
SALES
1
REPRESENTATIVE

PLAYSTATION, games.
accessories. 753-8245

90- 115HP outboard motor, 4cyl. 759-5073
ANTIQUES & collectibles.
1 piece or all. Call 7539433.
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.

Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

150
Mid*.
For Satie
18" DISH Satellites, 2
ways to quality for free satellite receiver and dish. Also, receivers starting at
$99. Call 753-7419, ask
for Tony.
26" COLORED Zenith walnut console TV, good condition. $75 753-7387_
ASHLEY wood stove $85
753-3915
FOR SALE: Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies
Call 492-8566.
FOR sale. Two choice burial lots- discounted Memorial Gardens. Contact D S
219-696-4192.
GO-KART, new 5 horse
Bnggs & Stratton engine
live axle, quick change
sprocket New front tires.
$400 Call 753-9892
MOTORCYCLE helmets
army boots, camouflage
clothing for all ages, and
hunting supplies
502-247-4704
PRIMESTAR!- The only
mini dish you don't have to
buy. Lowest install price
ever, only $49. Worry-free
in-home service, limited
time offer. Call toll free.
888-891-9069
Black
PROM Dresses
wisequins, size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads.
size 11/12 Both worn one
time only. Call 753-0943
after 5pm
SAWMILL $3795- Saws
logs into boards, planks,
beams Large capacity
Best sawmill values anywhere Free information
Norwood Sawmills, 90
Curtwnght Drive 13, Amherst, NY 14221, 800-5781363
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking
experienced OTR Drivers for our MURRAY, KY operation.
WE OFFER:
• $38,000 per year
• Excellent Benefits
• Paid Holidays
• 1 Week Paid Vacation in 6 mo.
• 2 Weeks in a Year
• Company Paid Pension Plan
• 401K, Safety Bonus
• Late Model Equipment
• Home Weekends and During Week
WE REQUIRE:
• 2 years experience in last 5 years
• Minimum 23 years of age
• Good Driving Record
• Pass DOT Physical/Drug
Please call 1-800-782-8759. Ask for Mike
or Ben.
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Homes For Sal•

530

For Rant

For Salt

MANOR HAY for sale large rolls 1996 FORD T-Bird, deep
MOBILE home on a nice MURRAY
blue metallic, blue intenor,
lot in subdivision, east of APARTMENTS Make it grass hay, $25 /roil Call
3 8L V-6 piw, pit, tilt,
492-8790
your home' Great 1 Of 2br
Murray $8,000 759-4401
apartments with great ROUND bales grass hay, cruise, air, arrYtm cassette,
MUST SEE"
Close out on all 1998 pnce. central rVa. laundry $15 new, $5 old Snapper new tires, class III, DrawOffice hours mower $25 Steller Dairy
tite hitch w/ball mount
homes One of the SouthREDUCED PRICE
Mon -Fri
70,XXX miles Have all
east Largest and Oldest 8am-5pm.
Architect designed Formal living & dining rooms.
753-7387
Equal
receipts
maintenance
Dealerships Dinkins Mo- (502)753-8668,
Spacious faun!) room w/firepiace, 4br. 2 bath, high ceil400
Housing Opportunity
Must see and dnve to ap- COLSON HOME REPAIR
bile Homes, Inc 2427 E
ings. Murray Estates is a perfect combination of lifestylepreciate $12,500 502- Additions, garages, decks,
Wood St. Pans, TN
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3.
Yard Ws
and location. Call 502-753-2446 or 759-1828 for appt
1-800-642-4891
753-4519 before lOpm
remodeling, vinyl siding
4br house w/washer & dryMUST SEE"
20Yrs experience
er, furnished, near MSU.
sada__
GET MARRIED- Smoky
753-5592
Mountains, areas most Close out on all 1998 Inquire at 1210 Main St.
CUSTOM BUILT
beautiful chapels. ordained homes One of the South- 753-1252 before 5pm,
am/ al.
Decks, fencing, garages,
ministers, complete ar- east Largest and Oldest 753-0606 after 5pm
1993 DODGE Caravan
floors
hardwood
Dinkins
Mocarports,
Dealerships
honeymoon;
SPACIOUS unfurnished
rangements,
52,750. 753-9270.
753-7860
family cabins, breathtaking bile Homes. Inc 2427 E apartment, low utilities
Dr.
Diuguid
1505
TN
bulldozing &
Pans.
St.
Wood
CUSTOM
$265
$265
rent,
deposit
Wedding
arrangeviews
1-800-642-4891
backhoe work, septic sys753-7953
ments 800-893-7274 VaJan. 1, 2, 3,9,
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
280
cation lodging,
1972 CHEYENE Ivib, new Horace Sholar.
10, 16 & 17
duplex w/garage, applian800-634-5814
Homes For Rent
brakes, new tires, mint DAVID'S Cleaning Servces furnished, central gas
NEW LOG WEDDING
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
condition Ready to re- ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sidCHAPEL- Gatlinburg, Ten- 2BR
bath mobile h/a, $550/mo lyr lease, 1
store, no engine Of trans- ing, homes, mobile homes,
nessee You'll save with home, gas heat Call 759- mo deposit No pets 753mission, $1500 Call 753- boats, brick driveways,
Furniture, cooker,
2905.
Winter and Valentine's 2599, after 6pm
9892
electronics & clothes
parking lots, all exterior
502-436-2269
cakes,
free
specials plus,
330
2BR, 11/2 baths $260/mo
1990 FORD 4X4 Dually, cleaning, acid cleaning
videography. Satisfaction 753-6012
1-800-821-6907
For Rot
excellent condition, sharp available David Borders,
430
guaranteed. Free parking
HAZEL, 2br 492-8526
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
$8,500 obo. 753- Insured, Completely Motruck.
Easy marriage license.
room
SLEEPING
Equipment
Removal
Stump
759-9730
home,
Appliances
MOBILE
8612.
502-759-4734.
bile. Phone
Toll-free 877-430-3338
$150/mo Coleman RE,
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
NICE 14X70 2br, clean
Realty has 1990 JEEP Comrnanche, Cellular 502-853-1108.
KOPPERUD
753-9898
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service
WASHER & dryer set
Interior/ Exterior
641 South 492-8488
buyers waiting to purchase 4x4, automatic, red, good E&E
270
$19 95/wk Call 753-4663
miles,
Painting. 474-2046.
homes- all phce ranges. If condition, 107xxx
SMALL attractive mobile
Moeda Homes For Sale
ELECTRICAL
you are thinking of selling $5200. Call 474-2485.
home on private lot in Mur160
contact one of our courte- 1995 TOYOTA Tacoma, New construction, remod14X70 2br, 1 bath, 911 ceilray. $200 rent, $200 deHoses Funlistinga
eling, or just replacing a
2 & 4BR houses, lease & ous
professional extended cab 4x4 pick-up.
and
ings. wood burning fireposit 753-7953
miles, asking
switch. Licensed & Insurdeposit required
agents at 753-1222 or stop 32,XXX
place, electnc appliances
V.Iii It ,
Ii you .11..
2PC living room group Nice well built trailer
$13,950 obo. After 5pm,
ed. Off. 753-0834
753-4109.
by our office at 711 Main.
300
•X:
hudiling
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663 $7,500 753-2699, 753759-4511.
Hm. 759-9835
2-3BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths,
. 11.i .1 L•oitti.ici its 1,-L• 11:10i,•
t‘e c.iil
1997 TOYOTA 4x2, exFENCING
4 MONTH old Sealy living 7930
w/d hookup, dishwasher.
ait.• iii litec ItIctI ‘k %sink oil .1 4.'111,1 11111, kisis
tended cab, air, cassette Midway Fence Company.
room suite, $800 obo_ Din- 1997 CLAYTON 16X80,
No pets, deposit & lease
We C111111)1 U1111 .111 111C 11VU
ing table & 4 chairs, $250. 3br, 2 bath, GE applianrequired, $500/mo.
10 ACRES, 7 miles south player. Asking under NA- Chain link, & custom wood
11111.111111 01 1.4.1: I141111i,.
al.,11‘pel.1.111/k* 111 1:1111,
privacy fences, installation
center. ces, fireplace, whirlpool,
Entertainment
753-4181 or 489-2181
on Hwy 121. Beautiful DA book. Call 753-4888.
larreti
`AIL'''.
Various size suites
1999 CHEVY extended and repairs at reasonable
$250. 753-7466 leave front & rear porch, storage
2BR, brick house, 1652 building sites, $16,950
Walnut Plaza
Z71 (1998 body style). prices. Dickie Farley
cab
message.
from
block
1
Ryan,
E.Terms.
753-4984.
building. excellent condi104 N. 5th
759-1519.
BEDROOM
group, tion, $28,500 759-2231
MSU/ITT building. Central 17.5 ACRES with nice 4br Red, loaded, 5,XXX miles.
753-8302 or
Buditng Contractor, Inc
$15/wk. Call 753-4663
h/a, hardwood floors, re- home, stock barn, tobacco $26,500. Call 502-527- HANDYWORK/ odd J,Jus
wanted. No job too small.
753-9621
frigerator, electric range, barn, spring fed creeks. 7980 leave message.
BROYHILL Hideaway bed LARGEST Selection of
16'
carport. $500/mo with one Reduced to $74,500. Easy GREAT holiday present. Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
loveseat & chair, beige, used homes, 12', 14'.
DOWNTOWN office space
Pickup camper top, $250
months deposit/ year Terms. 753-9302.
mauve & blue floral, $300 wide All at Special Pnces.
L&J HOME BUILDERS
See the Housing Leader. available. Rent from $95 to lease. 753-4025.
Call after 6pm. 753-8984.
Call 395-5397.
General Contractors
Dinkins Mobile Homes, $150/mo, including Wild
2BR, fully applianced, w/d,
Floral
sale.
MOVING
lts
510
les. Call Greg McNutt.
New construction. RemodInc. 1-800-642-4891.
753-2571,
Days
$375/mo.
couch and love seat, di
ling. Electrical, vinyl siding,
Selection of 753-4451.
nights 759-5165, ask for
nette set w/6 chairs, 2 LARGEST
14 TRACTS OF LAND
porches, decks, plumbing
16' RETAIL or office space for Jon.
cherry end tables, micro- used homes, 12', 14',
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
7-12 Acres per tract. Prop- 1985 FULL-SIZE school repair.
wide All at Special Prices
square
to
700
feet
rent.
2BR, gas heat, no pets.
wave & microwave cart
if you have been turned down
erty located off of Hwy 94E bus converted into campHome 753-0353
Housing Leader, 2500 square feet.
the
See
753-1502 or 753-4860.
TV stand, and patio set
before. Loans available
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh er, good condition. $3,000
Office 753-9372
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
753-1492.
21.
Century
753-9645
2BR, southwest area.
or 527af
eiepille
'
"
-0
4
for 1st time buyers, bad
Inc. 1-800-642-4891.
SMALL office space with $350/mo plus deposit, no Rd, Redbud Lane & pro- obo. 527-7980
LAMB Bros. Dozing and
message.
leave
2833,
220
bankruptcy.
or
repo's
For
80.
Hwy
new
credit,
posed
private outside entrance, pets. 435-4226.
Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
MOBILE HOME LOANSMUSIC*
all utilities paid. In South- 3BR house, 5 minutes more information please 1996 COACHMEN Catali- 436-6266.
Call Kenny at
5% down. Refinancing/
side Shopping Center north of Murray. 759-4826. view property, review post- na 30' Camping Trailer. LAMB Brothers Moving
or (800) 874-0256
247-9300
(502)
CONSOLE PIANO. Sm, Equity Loans. Free sellers $275. 753-6612 or 753ed data, then please call:
Condition.
EXCELLENT
Contractors, cross country
3BR, 1 bath, with appliankit. Land or Home loans.
monthly payments Will fi
502-441-2253.
$11,900. 436-2225.
4509
Insur&
Licensed
or local.
ces, w/d hook-up, central
Repo and assumable
nance with approved cred
275 acres, owner fied. Luke Lamb
530
320
h/a. $430 plus deposit, ref- 5 TO
Mayfield
it See locally 800-635 loans Green Tree Finan247-9300
U.S. Highway
nancing possible. Coldwa502-436-5950.
Services Ofd
Rent
For
Apartments
753pets.
no
erences,
800-221-8204
cial,
Kentucky
1400-874-0256
7611._
South
45
ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
1059.
Specializing in roofing &
1 BEDROOM Apt. for rent 3BR, 2 car garage, edge 55+/- ACRES, Clarks Riv- A-1 Tree Professionals.
tree remodels. Free estimates.
removal,
of city limits. 753-4389 be- er bottom, north of Murray. Stump
close to college $250/mo
All work guaranteed'
Murray,
Serving
spraying.
fore 5pm.
759-1701.
753-9562 ask for Tina
acre.
5850/
489-6125
Calloway Co. since 1980.
1 OR 2br apts near down- 3BR. close to MSU, low in460
No job too small!
437-3044
estimates.
Free
Equal
qualify.
must
:
come,
•
town Murray starting at
For Sale
PLUMBING
or 492-8737.
Housing Opportunity. 436$200/mo. 753-4109.
Repairs, fast service
Al Al A Tree Service,
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Cole- 5685.
Web Site With 84 Used
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a, Stump
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
HAZEL- 3br, central h/a.
removal,
tree 436-5255.
man Realty 753-9898.
large
Stump
fireplace,
&
SUREWAY
logs
Tree
gas
492-8526.
Vehicles Listed i I I k III
raking,
spraying, leaf
1BR, 1 bath, partially fur502-753-8556
lot, natural gas 489-2922 hedge trimming, landscap- Removal. Insured with full
nished, in town $180/mo. LARGE house, Hwy 641
or 753-5121.
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
ing, mulch hauling & mulch line of equipment. Free esDeposit required. 759- South. No pets. 492-8120.
www.automobilesonline.com
3BR, brick, carport, 2 spreading, gutter cleaning. timates. Day or night,
apwith
NICE
bath
2
3br,
1519.
Online Cub Rebate
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
753-5484.
1BR, partially furnished, pliances, wit:1 pook-up, baths, 3 miles from Mur- Licensed & insured, Full
here
Click
-Central Heat and Air
DWAIN
TOMS
WINDOWS
close to university, no central h/a, on quiet street. ray, 3/4 acre, very clean. line of equipment. Free esTAYLOR
Accepting Applications
All your cleaning & paintof
listing
a
view
to
753-9711.
Lamb,
referenTim
$65,000.
timates.
deposit,
plus
$525
pets 767-9037
(Y,eoroiel
washing
Pressure
needs
OF MURRAY. KY
436-5744,
COMPLETELY remodeled
Office Hours 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
2BR duplex, 2 bath, ga- ces, no pets. 753-1059.
our inventory
ing etc. 759-3463.
City
1-800-548-5262.
Hazel.
locottage,
in
county
bath,
1
SMALL
3br,
N.
903
rage,
p.m.
11,2
old,
yrs
1 p.m. to 5
WALTERS Contracting
ADAM'S HOME
20th. No pets, $600/mo, cated near lake. Call 474- utilities, large garage.
Free estimates. GuaranPriced in 530's. 759-4826.
8056.
IMPROVEMENTS
lyr lease. 436-2834.
Work. LiEAST Y Subdivision: 3br, Remodeling, Repairs. No teed Quality
2BR Duplex, central h/a,
360
Over 20
Insured.
&
censed
brick ranch. 753-0444.
Job Too Small. 10% Disfully applianced, w/d,
years experience. Roofing.
1/31/99.
thru
count
2
3br,
home,
backyard.
MODULAR
fenced
additions, vinyl siding,
492-6267
bath, 2 car garage 768sq
$425/mo Days 753-2571,
decks, remodeling. Call
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal nights 759-5165, ask for
ft building $48,000 502- AFFORDABLE all around
753-2592.
clean-up,
junk
hauling,
436-2464 or 913-651Jon.
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
WOOD SATELUTE
cleaning out sheds, tree
5342
1 bath wicarport,
& accessories in stock. Also post 2BR,
SALES
work.
front
436-2867.
built,
QUALITY
furappliances
central h/a,
Authorized dealer for 18Available
Sizes
All
frame building material.
porch, deck, cathedral ceilALL Carpentry Service
nished, $475/mo, lyr
inch Digital Satellite &
ing, 2br, 2 bath, low utilitFrom Foundation to
lease, 1 mo deposit, 753Dish
Call Metal Mall,
Grove
West
Finish.
Drive,
ies
352
2905 or 753-7536.
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
Mayfield
18Yrs experience.
Lynwood Heights Subdivi2BR. 1 bath, w/d, central
753-0530.
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
C-STORAGE
sion. 759-2571, 559-2031.
New Construction • Reh/a. No pets. Deposit rePager:
St
(502)
4th
units,
742-1039
KY 42048
storage
Hardin.
10x15
modeling. Repairs. Cusquired. Close to university.
490
& Sycamore E. Next to
tom Cabinets. Concrete
$450/mo. 753-3536.
Licensed & Insured
Work. AGC Certified
2BR, 11/2 bath duplex Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
435-4272.
w/appliances. 3BR, 2 bath
1963 CHEVY Impala, 4dr
duplex w/appliances.
hard top, 283 auto $2500
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur753-5344 or 559-9970
492-8790 after 6pm
niture repair & custom
For the best possible prices with
aph/a,
gas
central
2BR,
1985 CHEVY Celebrity, woodworking. 753-8056
furnished
pliances
FREE delivery and setup go to...
excellent running condiAPPLIANCE REPAIR
$300/mo Coleman RE.
OnERRY
tion. $800. Call 759-9577.
PROFESSIONAL
753-9898
CIMITOGI KITCHEN CAMONTI
1991 FORD Escort wagon
DEPENDABLE.
CUSTOM WOOONOMOHO
3BR Duplex, all appliances
$1,400. 753-9585_
119 Main • 753-6266
502-767-9552.
All Typos Of:
furnished, central Na.
Fl,
+,
RS
CAMARO
1992
APPLIANCE REPAIR
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
753-7947
CREEKVIEW
Custom Woodworking
V6 $5,500 obo 759-4429. All brands; Kenmore 30+
Gardens)
Memorial
from
(across
3BR, central h/a, low utilitSelf-storage warehouses 1993
MITSUBISHI years experience BOBBY
ies, walk to campus 2 on Center Drive behind Eclipse. Real nice. Priced
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
HOPPER, 436-5848
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
apartments available. Call Shoney s $20-$40/mo
to sell. $3,750. 753-2654,
BACKHOE SERVICE
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Drop by and sae our showroom
753-8767 or 759-4696.
759-4081
Johnny
for
ask
ROY HILL. Septic system,
400 SUNBURY MURRAY (Bordeid &elm Brawn
Free Delivery • 753-4566
1994 CHEVY Cavalier, au- drive-ways, hauling, foun641S, CLEAN, 2br, h/a,
to, air, AM/FM cassette, dations, etc. 436-2113.
Neon Beach
663
w/d hookup no pets Wa:
753
ANUmmamsCrillib -.4•
)
41
(
90,XXX miles, 2dr. $4200.
ter & garbage pickup furMini-Storage
BASEMENTS & Homes.
767-0734.
nished Deposit 492-8634
Sub & General contractAll Size Units
1994 CHEVY Lumina, 4dr, ing_ Insulated concrete
BRAND new 1br apartAvailable
one owner, 39,XXX miles. forms (R32) StyroCrete
ments, appliances furnish$7.200 Call 753-9391, builders. 502-436-2007
753-3853
ed. water/ sewage/ sanitaFor professional management of your
753-8124
tion paid, lyear lease, no
Cadillac BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
1995
RED
rental property, call
storage
NORTHWOOD
1
January
Available
pets
DeVille, 34,XXX miles, 1 All work guaranteed Free
availaunits
has
presently
$350 deposit, $350/mo.
David H. Miller Realty,
estimates 753-1134
ble 753-2905 or 753- owner, 7mo full warranty
Call 436-5455
1300 Johnson Boulevard,
753-3787.
492-8584
7536
EXTRA large duplex in priOffice Phone: 502-767-0102,
BUSHHOGGING Jonesy
vate area, central a/c with
380
437-4030
Residence Phone: 502-753-4573
Auto dealer will arrange finatural gas heat and appliStipple*
CARPET cleaned by Cart
nancing even if you have
ances. available 1/1/99,
David H Miller, Owner/Broker
LICENSED & INSVF1ER
Techs Murray Carpet &
lease plus deposit, no AKC black/tan Dachshund been turned down before
Upholstery Cleaning
pets $475/mo 759-1087 Pup, 6mo old, all shots Loans available for no
753-6300 anytime
Tree Trittt
Estimating
alter 4pm
$200 Queen size quilt credit. bad credit, and
CARPET Cleaning
Cleanup
• Service
bankruptcy buyers No coEXTRA nice, lbr. 1 bath, $300 502-247-5119
Emergency Water RemovMust
Trimming
Full Limit
central gas h/a, appliances AKC Registered standard signers needed
al Free Estimates Satisor
cash
$750
Equl
Spraying
furnished, including w/d, Poodle puppies, fully guar- have at least
fied
Call
References
trade-in
$375/mo, lyr lease. 1 mo anteed. 502-436-6062
"Quality
Stump
,11
753-5827.
TODAY...
Lee's
Mailable
Dfckc
Call the 24 hour
deposit, No pets
CARPORTS for cars and
DOG obedience classes or
Credit
Automated
753-2905
'to
trucks Special sizes for
pnvate Serving Murray 17
LARGE new 2br, central years. 436-2858.
Repair Motile
motor home. boats. RVs
its
h/a, low utilities. utility
FOR PENNIES MORE1-800-566-2277. and etc. Excellent protecroom, appliances, no pets.
All sheds/barns are FOB use (Isoise of l'OrtiWri ot
Get latest technology in GOLD 1997 Nissan Maxi- tion, high quality, excellent
charcoal black shingles All extenor wood is treated
quiet Deposit required
liquid wormers HAPPY ma
miles. value. Roy Hill 436-2113
for weather resistance Options and prices are avaul
39.XXX
$395/mo 753-8828
Chimney
able upon request including windows, double doors
Chim
CHIM
LIQUI-VICT
delivers
JACK
753-2070.
$17,500.
on eight foot wide huddling'. vents. ramps, shelves.
Sweep Chimney cleaning
NICE 2br duplex. applian- actives better than older
10f1*
Owned 6 Operated By
services 10% senior citiAt Southern
warn IP 4•11/ weido,eaRee
•/...o.
ces, gas heat, no pets formulas
Tim Lamb
discount. Contact
zen
BUILDINGS ARE A \',..WDOBLED ON SITE.
Lease. 181.9 Ridgewood Slates. (www happyjackTracy Manning, 435-4006
TERMS: Paid imflU Upon completion
inc corn)
$450/mo. 753-7457

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
5,000+ sizes 40x60x14,
50x75x14.
$8,187;
50x100x16.
$10,760.
60x100x16,
$14,631,
Mini-stoarge
$16.863
buildings, 40x180, 36
units, $17,818 Free brochures %NAV sentinelbuildings corn Sentinel Buildings. 800-327-0790. extension 79
STEEL BUILDINGS, Factory close-outs 30-60 wide
venous lengths, up to 40%
oft! Commercial 70x125
100x100 ,
80x175',
150'x210 Will liquidate at
800-741-9262,
invoice
ext 96
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial/
home units from $199
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call today 800-842-1310

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking river, Smoky Mountains, TN Horse-drawn
carnage cabins. Jacuzzi,
ordained ministers, no
tests Heartland 800-448(VOWS)
8697
http //www heartlandwedding corn
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Office Space

Bruce Green
(502)753-8343
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it really necessary for my kids to go to the dentist
every six months for exams and fluoride treatment? At each visit, my 4year-old is found to have a couple of
cavities, but she is so scared of dentists that I hate to put her through the
trauma.
DEAR READER: I'll leave the decision about frequency of visits to the
judgment of the expert your dentist.
Cavities in young children are, in my
experience, unusual — provided the
youngsters are eating properly balanced meals, going easy on sugar
products and using fluoride toothpaste in an appropriate manner.
Perhaps your child has an abnormality in her tooth enamel If so, sixmonth visits may be mandatory. Ask
your dentist if there is some way that
the child's appointments could be
made less unpleasant. or ask for a
referral to a pediatric dentist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 150-pound
man who lost 75 pounds on a diet two
years ago. The bad news is that my
smoking increased to three packs a
day. I've tried on my own to quit or cut
down — no luck. Anti-smoking clinics
haven't helped either. Is it healthier to
weight 225 and smoke one pack a day,
or to be in my present state?
DEAR READER: Neither. You are
limiting your options too much.
Smoking is clearly harmful and will
bring with it serious health consequences in the future Similarly, weighing 225 and smoking even a pack a day
still increases your risk of disease.

You seem to have licked the weight
problem Now you can focus on the
next challenge tobacco I suggest
that you try the nicotine gum or the
nicotine patches, both of which are
available without prescription. Your
doctor may be able to help.
Rather than thinking "either/or,"
try to view the problem more positively. You have proven to yourself that
you can lose weight; by extension you
have the power to stop smoking. In
short, with help, you can overcome
your bad habit. Viewing yourself as fat
or as a victim of cigarette-addiction is
being a loser. You can be a winner.
To give you related information, I
am sending you copies of my Health
Reports "Winning the Battle of the
Bulge" and "Help II: Substance Abuse
& Mental Health." Other readers who
would like copies should send ;2 for
each report plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: How can I get rid
of stretch marks?
DEAR READER: Caused by rapid
expansion of the skin as in pregnancy
or sudden weight gain), stretch marks
can be troublesome to treat. Surgery
has been the standard therapy.
However, Retin A, a compound
commonly used to treat acne, has
been reported to improve unsightly
stretch marks, if applied daily. The
prescription cream or lotion may have
to be used for at least six months to
be effective.
k; 1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

Great Cookies
For a Great Cause
Get 'ern while you can!
January 15-31

y

GIRL SCOUTS.

COTKING BACK
DEAR ABBY I have a terrible
problem on my hands and desperately need your advice.
Several years ago, after enduring
a nightmare marriage for 27 years,
I left my husband "Joe," with the
loving support of a dear friend I'll
call "Sally." I found a kindred spirit
in this funny, gentle, intelligent
woman — and without her I don't
know how I could have survived
that terrible time in my life. We
were virtually inseparable. I had
my own room in her home, and she
had her own room in mine. We took
trips together, spent weekends and
holidays together, took care of each
other and each other's kids. We did
everything together, and I must
admit I've never been happier. We
were always there for each other.
But after three years of trying to
make it without a husband, I caved
in and remarried Joe. He promised
to change, and he's been quite tolerable. The problem I'm faced with is
that I no longer have a place in my
life for Sally. I just don't have any
time for her. She does not fit in with
my "married crowd." She's a single
mom, and even though I love her
dearly, she's quite eccentric and my
husband does not approve of her.
I know how to break up with a
man. My question is, how do I
"break up" with a girlfriend without
hurting her? I really thought that
she would understand, but she
apparently doesn't. She is terribly
upset with how things have turned
out, but there's nothing I can do
about it.
CAUGHT BETWEEN A ROCK
AND A HARD PLACE
DEAR CAUGHT: Your letter
gives credence to the adage,
"No good deed goes unpunished." There's no way to break
up with Sally without hurting
her.
It's not surprising that your
husband disapproves of Sally.
She was your lifeline during the
separation, and she symbolizes
your independence. Where was
your "married crowd" when
you needed support after your
"nightmare marriage" and no
longer fit in with them?
If you really wanted to, you
could maintain the friendship
despite the altered circumstances. However, since you
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simON AND
I ARE GUST
GOING TO
RENT A VIDEO
AND ORDER
CHINESE.

fiNE'RE NOT
DRESsiP,X,
.. GUST WEARING SWEATS
NJ THE COUCH.

I'M GOiNG
TO CURL
UP IN
BED IN
M4 BATHROSE!

THE NEW GOMPETfTiOW.
WHO GAN DO LESS
ON NEW 4EAR'S EVE.

don't — show her this column
and, I assure you, she will
understand.
•••

DEAR ABBY: Just a few words
to let you know what happened
after you printed my letter about
the donation of frequent-flier miles
to the Make-A-Wish Foundation:
The overwhelming number of
phone calls the Make-A-Wish Foundation received at their national
office prompted them to set up a
special phone line to facilitate the
high volume of inquiries they
received after the column ran.
Northwest Airlines WorldPerks
members donated more than
800,000 miles in the two days following the date my letter appeared.
And in addition, the foundation's
Delta Airlines account was credited
with more than 5 million miles during the month of July!
So, Abby, I'm pleased to report
that hundreds of children will benefit. Bless you and your many readers who made this possible.
SID FISHER,
PALM SPRINGS,CALIF.
DEAR SID: That's terrific
news, and I know my readers
will be as pleased as I to read it..
To all my readers who donated
airline mileage so generously,
thank you on behalf of the
children who will benefit for
making this possible.
***

DEAR READERS: Have a
happy, healthy and prosperous
1999. And remember, if you're
driving, don't drink; and if
you're drinking, don't drive.
***

Ten years ago
Published is a story about Claudia Johnston and her two children, Timothy and Sarah, who
came here from Bristol, Conn., to
make their home after reading
about Murray and the area being
named as one of the nation's top
retirement places by Rand McNally.
Molly Donnelly, Randy L. Herndon, Stacy L. Smith Jones, Amy
R. Roos and Todd 0. Ross, all
of Murray, are seniors at Murray
State University named to Who's
Who Among Students in American Universities and College for
the 1989 edition.
Mr. and Mrs. Calton Morgan
were married 60 years Dec. 27.
Twenty years ago
An ordinance increasing the cost
of city stickers for automobiles from
$10 to $15 per year was enacted
by the Murray City Council.
Mrs. Nancy Smotherman Jones,
40, Fallston, Md., formerly of Calloway County, died Dec. 30 in an
automobile-truck accident on Interstate 81 near Marion, Va. Her husband, Ronald, and two sons, Steven
and Alan, were also injured in the
accident. Funeral and burial rites
were in Murray. She is the daughter of Mrs. Lowes Paschall Smotherman Coats and the late Terry
Henry Smotherman.
Thirty years ago
"As much stomach trouble is
caused by worry, frustration, boredom and emotion as any disease.
If a person can stand off and laugh
at himself and his stupidity. he is
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West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 10 8 4 2
II KJ 9
•7 6
+AK 7
WEST
EAST
•5
*K3
V 76 2
V Q 84
•AKQJ 8
•9 5 2
▪ Q 86 3
4J 10 5 4 2
SOUTH
•Q J 9 7 6
A 1053
• 10 4 3
469
The bidding:
West
North East South
1•
Dble
Pass
2+
Pass
4+
Opening lead — king ofdiamonds.

seemed to depend on a successful
finesse in either spades or hearts.
But declarer found an alternative
that- made it unnecessary to try
either finesse.
After winning the club return,
South ruffed a club and led the
queen of spades. Had declarer
elected to finesse, he would ultimately have had to guess which
defender had the heart queen,and
he mighteasily have gone wrong in
view of West's opening bid.
But South decided against the
spade finesse for two reasons.First,
there was the chance that playing
the ace might catch the singleton
king — not too remote a possibility
with ten spades in the combined
hands.
More important, though, was
the fact that ifEast followed suit to
the spade, whether with the king
When there are no clues to indi- or the three, the contract would
cate otherwise, the chance of win- become a certainty. So South went
ning a finesse against a particular up with the ace, cashed the king of
card is 50 percent. Furthermore,if clubs, discarding a diamond, and
winning one of two finesses is re- exited with a spade.
quired,the chance ofat least one of
He didn't care which defender
them succeeding is 75 percent.
won this trick. Whoever did would
Thus,a declarer who needsjust have to yield a ruff and discard or
one oftwo fuaesses to land his con- lead a heart,eliminating all guesstract has good reason to feel confi- work for the queen.
dent. Nevertheless, he should still
Once West followed to the first
try to improve on the odds ifhe can spade, playing the ace could fail
find a way to do so.
only if West had started with all
Today's South faced just such a three trumps. Even then, declarer
situation. After West had taken still had the two-way heart finesse
two diamonds and shifted to a club, in reserve, giving him a second
the chances of making ten tricks chance to make the contract.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
IT'S NOT OFFICIAL
UNTIL THE 5P1I7ER PROPS

(abbr.)
33 Spanish
article
34 Garden tool
35 Film alien
36 Michael
Douglas film
38 Veneration
39 Type of meat
40 Running
41 An
uncultivated
area
42 Pacific island
44 Deers horn
46 Opposite
48 Nicholson
and Scalia
51 Sgt.
52 Brazilian
soccer great
54 Regrets
55 Thus
56 Baseball
great
57 Eye infection

1 — and bear
It
5 A person's
emotional
state
9 — and arrow
12 Brownishpurple
13 Funeral pile
14 Actress
Thurman
15 Ancient
theater
17 Division
19 Tentative
sketches
21 Monogram
(abbr.)
22 Juan's cat
24 Violent
whirlwind
25 A rose — —
rOSE1
26 Summer
cooler
27 Puzzle
direction
29 12 mos.
31 Aunt (Sp)
32 Prosecutor
1

2

r
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fish
3 Summer dnnk
(2 wds )
4 Nerve (comb
form)
5 Army patrol
(abbr)
6 Seafood
7 Prospectors'

1 Mail center
abbr
2 Freshwater

EMI

15

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

7

11

12

8

10

I
e

13

id

11

14
18

17

ill

ill

PEANUTS

REMEMBER IF WE MEET
SOMEONE ON THE SIDEWALK,
SAY,'HAPPY NEW YEAR"

5AY "I-IAPPY
NEW YEAR," WILL
THEY GIVE ME
A BICYCLE?

LET'S 60 HOME.

tiape," from the
in pretty g
column, "Seen et Heard Around
Murray" by James C Williams,
publisher.
Mary Leslie Erwin and John Fred
Malhame were married Nov. 30
at First United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James McMillen,
Dec. 21.
Forty years ago
Congressman-elect Frank Albert
Stubblefield has resigned his position as state railroad commissioner after being elected to this post
in the May primary election. He
and his wife. Odessa, left Dec.
30 for their new home in Washington, D.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Jones of
Hazel were married 50 years Dec.
28.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. L.K. Shields, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Smotherman and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Berard.
Fifty years ago
Murray tobacco floors, Growers, Doran, Farris, Planters and
Outland, started receiving dark
fired tobacco today at 7 a.m. The
first sales will be conducted Jan.
3.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Windsor of
Columbia, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. lames
M. Lassiter of Lexington and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Kivett of Harlan are the holiday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. V.E. Windsor.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CROSSWORDS

IF I

7B

1998

illU.

4

ad
a
diu
uu
32
ill

ill

•il

allu.
il

die
il
ill
MI

il

id
di

•,
diildiSidi
dluu
il

finds

8 B.A. or PhD
9 — Vista
Television
10 Atlanta arena
11 Unit of power
16 Mother
18 "Dnving —
Daisy"
20 Central
22 Fencing
23 Mine
entrance
25 "No man —
— island"
27 Type of
furniture
28 Fragrant
29 Loud cry
30 Willis or Rex
34 Barbers work
36 Renown
37 Solitary
39 Devastation
41 Has on one's
person
42 Martini liquors
43 Hooklike
parts
44 On the ocean
45 Jourdan ID
47 LP speed
49 — lime pie
50 Opp of NNW
53 Sommer ID

On Dec. 31, 1946, President
Truman officially proclaimed the
end of hostilities in World War
On this date:
In 1775, the British repulsed
an attack by Continental Army
generals Richard Montgomery and
Benedict Arnold at Quebec; Montgomery was killed.
In 1862, President Lincoln
signed an act admitting West Virginia to the Union.
In 1879, Thomas Edison first
publicly demonstrated his electric
incandescent light in Menlo Park,
N.J.
In 1897, Brooklyn, N.Y., spent
its last day as a separate entity
before becoming part of New York
City.
In 1961, the Marshall Plan
expired after distributing more than
$12 billion in foreign aid.
In 1974, private U.S. citizens
were allowed to buy and own gold
for the first time in more than 40
years.
In 1985, singer Rick Nelson,
45, and six other people were
killed when fire broke out aboard
a DC-3 en route to a New Year's
Eve performance in Dallas.
Five years ago: Entertainer Barbra Streisand performed her first
paid concert in 22 years, singing
to a sellout crowd at the MGM
Grand Garden in Las Vegas. Former IBM chairman Thomas J. Watson died in Greenwich, Conn.
One year ago: Michael Kennedy,
39-year-old son of the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy, was killed in
a skiing accident on Aspen Mountain in Colorado.
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Country music lost Wynette, continued gains
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tammy Wynette died and Garth
Brooks again proved his marketing acumen, selling 27 million
albums by repackaging his old hits
— twice.
That was country music in a
nutshell in 1998, a year in which
the very rich got richer and every-

• •••:„:
•

• I'

•

body else fought for a smaller
piece of the pie.
When the final tally is done,
1998 country music sales are
expected to be up as much as 12
percent. But that figure is deceiving. While Brooks and other superstars like Shania Twain had banner years, sales for other acts

stalled or took a dip.
"A lot of those mid-level artists
were selling a million records a
few years ago," said Jay Knowles.
a staff songwriter at Sony ATV.
"But now there's four or five that
are selling 6 million records and
everybody else is selling 400,000
or so."

'The problem is an old one.
Record sales are primarily the
result of airplay on country music
radio stations, which account for
roughly one in four of all U.S.
radio stations (2.368 of 10,394),
by far the most popular format.
The people who decide what
music country stations play are

getting more conservative as the
radio industry consolidates.
"Some of these radio people
don't know if they're going to
have a job next week, so it's not
likely they'll take too many
chances," Brooks said. "I think it
would help things a lot if those
guys started feeling more secure
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in their jobs."
The radio industry is still chaotic because of the federal Telecommunications Act of 1996, which
freed companies to acquire stations in the same city. The new
law led to an avalanche of sales,
with more than 4,000 stations
changing hands.
The result is a fewer number
of programmers deciding what
music to play and working under
increased pressure to produce maximum profits because of the debt
their bosses took on to acquire
more stations.
When radio programmers feel
insecure, it's not a good time for
new artists to try to break through.
It's easier to rely on established
stars like Brooks, Twain, Reba
McEntire, Brooks & Dunn, Vince
Gill, Alan Jackson, George Strait,
Tim McGraw and Faith Hill.
Only the Dixie Chicks sang
their way into the top ranks of
country music in 1998. Family act
The Wilkinsons were the only new
act to score a No. 1 record all
year ("26 Cents").
"Country is due a new superstar," veteran broadcaster Ralph
Emery said. "I think the business
needs a new guy to come along
like when Elvis came along. You
know — he's different, he's unique.
"With the cookie-cutter approach
(country music executives are)
using now, I don't know whether
we're going to find him right away."
There's no shortage of charismatic artists out there, but record
companies generally resist anymg they consider less than a
sure bet so they either ignore them
or don't promote them much.
Lucinda
Nashville-based
Williams put out the superb "Car
Wheels on a Gravel Road.". which
wasn't even marketed as a country record by Mercury Records.
Instead, it was a hit in the far
less lucrative Americana format,
which concentrates on roots rock.
Bluegrass-leaning releases from
Sam Bush and Jerry Douglas contained exciting music. And Robbie Fulks and Dale Watson are
just the tip of an "alternative country" genre popular enough to support its own magazine — No
Depression — and record label —
Bloodshot, out of Chicago.
Oddly, very little of this talent
seems to be taken seriously by
the executives at Nashville record
ompanies.
Instead of supporting rawer.
independent-minded artists who fit
snugly into the country music tradition, executives develop young
talents who are willing to be molded. They also love to get singers
like LeAnn Rimes and Trisha Yearwood to compete with Whitney
Houston and Celine Dion with
bombastic power ballads like "How
Do I Live."
The mainstream industry does
deserve credit for taking a bit of
a chance and releasing records by
artists like The Lynns (Loretta
Lynn's twin daughters), Randy
Scruggs and Allison Moorer in
1998.
The best news in '98 was that
the superstars could have coasted,
but didn't.
Brooks' "Sevens," released late
in 1997, sold 6 million copies during 1998 and was a return to form.
Gill and Jackson, who went through
a divorce and separation, respectively,. released brave new albums
that mined those setbacks for moving new songs.
Hill earned a pop smash with
the irresistible single "This Kiss."
Deana Carter showed that the success of her debut was no fluke,
following "Did I Shave My Legs
for This?" with an even better
"Everything's 'Gonna Be Alright."
Twain crossed over to pop with
"Come on Over," and embarked
on a high-profile tour.
National interest in country
music remained strong, as evidenced by CNN's decision to broadcast Wynette's memorial service
live from Nashville's famed Ryman
ssksthderecwoofoatnrys to
00
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see a closed-circuit television concert that launched "Garth Brooks
Double Live."
Many fans did as Brooks hoped
and bought the album on the way
out, helping him sell more than 1
million copies the first week, breaking debut- and one-week sales
records set by Pearl Jam and "The
Bodyguard" soundtrack, respectively.
Earlier in the year, Brooks
released a box set of his first six
albums, and sold 2 million.
In 1999, other country artists
would do well to think of ways
to emulate Brooks' self-promotion.
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